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ABSTRACT
ELECTROWEAK STRUCTURE OF THREEAND FOUR-BODY NUCLEI
Laura Elisa Marcucci
Old Dominion University. 2000
Director: Dr. Rocco Schiavilla
This work reports results for (i) the elastic electromagnetic form factors of the trin
ucleons: (ii) the nuclear response functions of interest in 3He(e. e') experiments, at
excitation energies below the deuteron breakup threshold: (iii) the astrophysical
5-factor for proton weak capture on 3He (the hep reaction). The initial and final
state wave functions are calculated using the correlated hyperspherical harmonics
method, from a realistic Hamiltonian consisting of the Argonne c18 two-nucleon
and Urbana IX three-nucleon interactions. The nuclear electroweak charge and
current operators include one- and manv-body components. The predicted mag
netic form factor of 3H. charge form factors and static properties of both 3H and
3He. are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data. However, the po
sition of the zero in the magnetic form factor of 3He is underpredicted by theory.
The calculated nuclear response functions in 3He electrodisintegration at thresh
old are in good agreement with the experimental data, which have however rather
large errors. Finally, the astrophysical 5-factor for the hep reaction is predicted
~ 4.5 larger than the value adopted in the standard-solar-model, with important
consequences for the solar neutrino spectrum measured by the Super-Kamiokande
collaboration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In a non-relativistic approach to the study of the structure and dynamics of fewbody nuclei, these are seen as systems of particles, the nucleons, interacting among
themselves and. eventually, with external electroweak probes1. Although based
on a very simple and old idea, this approach has quite a remarkable success in
describing many nuclear properties [1]. The first condition for such a success
is the development of accurate models for the interaction among the nucleons
in a nucleus. The nuclear Hamiltonian is written as sum of a non-relativistic
kinetic energy term and two- and three-nucleon interactions. The main features
of the nucleon-nucleon ( N N ) interaction are a long-range part due to one-pionexchange (OPE), an intermediate-range attraction and a short-range repulsion.
While the OPE long-range part is well known, the more complicated intermediateand short-range components can be either modelled using heavy-meson-exchange
mechanisms (like in the CD Bonn interaction [2]), or parametrized in terms of
suitable functions and operators (like in the Argonne c18 (AV18) interaction [3]).
The coupling constants and cutoff masses at the mesonic vertices in the first
case, or the function param eters in the second case are then determined by fitting
the large body of N N experimental data, not only deuteron properties, but also
pp and np scattering d a ta at laboratory energies below ~ 400 MeV. where the
scattering is predominantly elastic. The AV18 and CD Bonn interactions are
lThe journal model for this thesis is Physical Review C

1
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able to describe the N N database with a y2 per datum of almost 1. A nuclear
Hamiltonian which includes only two-nucleon interaction is however unable to
reproduce the low-lying energy spectra of nuclei with .4 < 8 [4, 5]. A possible
solution to this problem is to go beyond two-nucleon interactions and introduce
three-nucleon interactions. A way of constructing these three-nucleon interactions
makes them arise from the internal structure of the nucleon. The long-range part
of the interaction can be obtained with the following mechanism: the exchanged
pion between two nucleons excites one of them into its lowest excited state, the
A-resonance. The A-resonance can then decay again into a nucleon, exchanging a
pion with a third nucleon. In the Urbana-type models (for instance, the Urbana IX
(UIX) [6]), the long-range part is given by this two-pion-exchange three-nucleon
interaction, while the short-range part is constructed in a pure phenomenological
way. The strengths of the long- and short-range components of the interaction
are then fitted to reproduce the experimental values of the 3H binding energy and
nuclear m atter equilibrium density. The full non-relativistic nuclear Hamiltonian
AV18/UIX has then been found able to describe with good accuracy the low-lying
energy spectra of systems with A < 8 [4. 5]. These models for the two- and threenucleon interactions, their derivation and their explicit expressions, are briefly
reviewed in Chapter 2.
The strong correlations between the nucleon spatial and internal degrees of
freedom (spin and isospin) induced by the nuclear interaction make the solution
of the Schrodinger equation a challenging task, even for the three- and four-body
nuclei. However, the recent remarkable progress in both methods and computa
tional facilities now allow us to make reliable calculations for ground and scattering
states of light nuclei. We have considered in particular the so-called correlated
hyperspherical harmonics (CHH) method [7, 8. 9. 10, 11]. The wave function is
expanded on a basis of hyperspherical harmonic functions, multiplied by appro
priate correlation factors, which are introduced to account for the correlations
induced by the N N interaction. Appropriate variational principles are then ap
plied to obtain the unknown coefficients of the expansion. Although variational,
and in principle limited by the maximum number of basis functions included in the
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expansion, the CHH method has achieved high accuracy in describing the threeand four-body bound and scattering states. We review the method in Chapter 3.
The approach described so-far would be interesting, but of rather limited util
ity, if it could be tested only comparing the theoretical and experimental binding
energies of few-body nuclei. In fact, many experimental results are available over a
wide range of energies, from the few keV of astrophysical interest to the hundreds
of MeV measured in electron-scattering experiments. Since in these processes nu
clei interact with external electroweak probes, it is necessary to develop realistic
models for the nuclear current and charge operators. In fact, the construction
of such models has proven to be essential in the study of low-energy electroweak
processes [1]. In our model, the nuclear transition operator consists of one- and
many-body components.

The one-bodv term, the so-called ‘‘impulse approxi

mation". arises in the simplest picture in which the electroweak probe interacts
with the individual protons and neutrons inside the nucleus. This is. however,
certainly incomplete: as discussed above, the nuclear interaction is mediated, at
long-range, by pion-exchange and seems to be rather well reproduced even at
intermediate- and short-range by heavv-meson exchanges. These exchanged par
ticles can themselves interact with the external electroweak probe, and this leads
to the introduction of many-body currents. In the electromagnetic case, the lead
ing two-body terms of the current operator are required by gauge invariance, and
can be linked to the model of the N N interaction by the continuity equation.
Constructing these terms to explicitly satisfy current conservation with the given
N N interaction leaves no free parameters in their expressions. In the weak case,
instead, the axial current operator is not conserved and. as such, is inherently
model dependent. This model dependence of its many-body components can be
reduced by constraining them to reproduce measured weak transitions, for exam
ple by fitting the Gamow-Teller matrix element in tritium d-decay [12]. Finally, an
im portant aspect of the current is that the external electroweak probe can excite
the internal degrees of freedom of the nucleon, specifically its lowest excitation,
the A-resonance. Our approach has been extended to include these additional
contributions arising from A-excitation [13, 14], consistently with the model for
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the long-range part of the three-nucleon interaction. These A-contributions have
been found rather small in the electromagnetic case [13], but very im portant in
weak processes [12, 14]. The model for the nuclear transition operator is reviewed
in Chapter 4.
W ithin this approach, we have investigated three processes: elastic electronscattering from 3H and 3He [13], electrodisintegration of 3He at threshold [15],
and p 3He weak capture reaction [14, 16]. For the first process, there is a large
body of experimental results, and a thorough comparison between theory and
experiment can highlight what, in our approach, needs to be improved and refined.
We have calculated the trinucleon form factors on a wide range of momentum
transfer q (from 0 up to 7 fm-1), and static properties like magnetic moments,
and magnetic and charge radii. While the 3H and 3He charge form factors and
static properties, and the 3H magnetic form factor are quite well reproduced, our
calculation fails to predict the 3He magnetic form factor in the first diffraction
region (q > 3 — 4 fm-1 ). This discrepancy persists even in the more refined
picture of the nucleus, where A-isobar degrees of freedom are included. This
has led. on the theoretical side, to speculations about the need of a more refined
model for the three-nucleon interaction, and, on the experimental side, to plan
for new more accurate measurements of the 3He magnetic form factor at q > 3
fm-1 [17]. These results for the trinucleon elastic form factors are presented in
Chapter 5, together with definitions for the observables of interest and details of
the calculation.
A comparison between theory and experiment can also be performed in the
case of the threshold electrodisintegration of 3He [15], although here the avail
able experimental results have rather large errors.

Generally, good agreement

has been found between measured and calculated observables, when both oneand two-body contributions are included in the electromagnetic charge and cur
rent operators. Indeed, the calculation in impulse approximation fails completely
to reproduce the experimental results, further reemphasizing the importance of
including many-body contributions in the transition operators. We review this
calculation in Chapter 6.
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Unlike the above processes, there are no direct experimental results for the
p 3He weak capture reaction, known also as the hep reaction-the hep cross section
is too small to be measured experimentally. However, there has been recently
a revival of interest in this process [18. 19, 20. 21. 22]. spurred by the SuperKamiokande (SK) measurement of the energy spectrum of electrons recoiling from
scattering with solar neutrinos [23]. Over most of the spectrum, a suppression
~ 0.5 is observed relative to the standard-solar-model (SSM) predictions [24].
Above 14 MeV. however, there is an apparent excess of events. The hep process
is the only source of solar neutrinos with energies larger than about 15 MeV-their
end-point energy is about 19 MeV. The discrepancies between the measured spec
trum and SSM predictions have led to question the reliability of the calculations
from which the SSM derives its hep neutrino flux estimate [25]. The calculation
of the hep reaction is rather delicate, since the S-wave capture induced by the
one-body axial current is suppressed, and consequently manv-body axial currents
and P-wave contributions are highly enhanced. W ithin the approach described
so-far, we have performed a calculation of the hep reaction, using accurate CHH
wave functions, obtained from the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model, and including
all possible transitions between the S- and P-wave initial state capture channels
and the 4He final state. The chief conclusion of this study [14. 16] is that the
hep reaction cross section is enhanced by a factor of ~ 4.5 respect to the SSM
prediction, and 40 % of the total calculated value arises from the P-wave contri
butions. which were neglected, or at least not sufficiently appreciated, in previous
studies [21. 25]. The main aspects of this calculation, together with a discussion
of the results and their implications, are given in Chapter 7. Conclusions and final
remarks are given in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
The Nuclear Interaction
In the simplest picture, the nucleus is considered as a system of interacting neu
trons and protons. In a non-relativistic framework, the Hamiltonian is given by:

where the nucleons interact via two-, three-, and possibly many-body interactions.
In this Chapter we briefly describe some of the dominant features of the two- and
three-nucleon potential models, focusing on the Argonne

t [26] and cls [3] two-

nucleon and Urbana VIII [27] and IX [6] three-nucleon interactions.

2.1

Two-Nucleon Interactions

The two-nucleon ( N N ) interaction has an extraordinarily rich structure, as has
been recognized for quite a long time. It is described in terms of the nucleon's
spin (|<r) and isospin (^ r) , where both cr and r are Pauli matrices. The former
variable represents the intrinsic angular momentum (spin) of the nucleon, while
the latter is a convenient representation for its two charge states-the proton and
neutron. The generalized Pauli principle in this framework requires that twonucleon states be antisymmetric with respect to the simultaneous exchange of
the nucleons' space, spin, and isospin coordinates. The main part of the N N
interaction is isospin-conserving and can be written as linear combinations of

6
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components proportional to the two isoscalars, 1 and r , ■T j . However, isospinsymmetry-breaking terms are also present in the N N interaction: in fact, they
are necessary to reproduce with good accuracy simultaneously both pp and np
low-energy scattering data. We will return to this point later.
It is well known that the long-range component of the N N interaction is due
to one-pion-exchange (OPE). If isospin-syinmetry-breaking terms are ignored, it
is given, at long distances, by:
„O P E

/t-V ;V m TT
V ; ( r u )<r, •

47T

3

a-j

(2)

-I- r T ( r : J ) 5 , _

p —rrtir r tj

v ; ( r i;)
r .M

(3 )

m nrtJ
1+

+

(4 )
*j

>

m -trT ij

where m * is the mass of the exchanged pion. /^v.v is the ~ N N coupling constant
and
Sij — 3

• Tij(Tj

(5)

is the tensor operator. rtJ being the relative distance between particles i and j.
At distances comparable to the inverse pion mass (I/m*. ~ 1.4 fm). OPE leads
to a large tensor component in the N N interaction. In nuclear systems, then, the
spatial and spin degrees of freedom are strongly correlated, and hence nuclear fewand many-body problems can be quite different from systems where the dominant
interaction is independent of the particles internal quantum numbers (spin and
isospin), such as the Coulomb interaction in atomic and molecular problems.
At moderate and short distances, the N N interaction is much more compli
cated. In this region, heavy-meson-exchanges an d /o r subnueleonic degrees of free
dom all play a role, and the interaction models can be quite different, ranging from
one-boson-exchange (OBE) models to models with explicit two-pion-exchanges
(TPE) to purely phenomenological parametrizations. The models are then fit to
reproduce the available N N experimental data. The Argonne

[26] interaction

model (AV14). in particular, falls in the last category of purely phenomenological
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param etrization and is parametrized as:
M r ) = Z [ L’? PE(r ) + yp(r ) +
p

vp (r )]°fj

•

(6)

where Ofj is the set of 14 operators given by

of, = [l.

S ,,. (L • S)„ . Lf,. Lf,<r, • cr,. (L • S)J] S [1.r, • r,l

. (7)

Here L is the relative orbital angular momentum and S the spinof the pair. The
first eight of these operators (those not involving two powers of the momentum) are
unique, in the sense that all such operators are implicitly contained in any realistic
N N interaction model. The primary motivation for the choice of the higher-order
terms is convenience in few- and many-body calculations: for example, the L2
terms do not contribute in relative S-waves. This set of 14 operators provide
sufficient freedom to fit the phase-shift and mixing angle parameters of the 14
singlet and triplet relative S-. P-. D- and F-waves.
The three radial functions of Eq. (6) are the long-range OPE part and the
intermediate- and short-range parts u!p {r) and vp (r ). The u°PE(r) function con
tributes only for the operators
[<Ti ■

. S ij ] ® T j • T j

as discussed above, and it is given by Eqs. (2)-(4). where

(8 )

and Tn are calculated

using /^ v w /^ 7r = 0-081 (for the AV14) and are multiplied by smooth Gaussian
cutoffs th at make them vanish at r = 0. The vp(r) are parametrized as functions
proportional to T 2. defined in Eqs. (2)-(4), and consequently of two-pion-exchange
range. The vp {r) are short-range Woods-Saxon functions. The parameters of
the Woods-Saxon functions, as well as the coefficient for Vp(r), are adjusted to
reproduce the deuteron properties and np scattering data up to 400 MeV.
Before the early nineties, all the different N N interaction models, the AV14
as well as the available models based on OBE or T P E mechanisms, produced a
qualitatively similar picture of the N N interaction, consisting of OPE at long
range, an intermediate-range attraction and a short-range repulsion. However.
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quantitatively, all these models were somewhat different. There were several rea
sons for this, chief among them was that they were in fact not all fit to the same
data set. For example, models fit to np data, like the AV14. did not precisely fit
the experimental pp data if only electromagnetic corrections were introduced.
When in the early nineties high quality phase shift analyses of the pp and
np data became available from the Nijmegen and VPI groups [28, 29, 30. 31. 32,
33, 34], several new N N interaction models were constructed to reproduce this
improved experimental database. As most im portant consequence, all the new
generation N N interaction models which are still in use today give a quantitatively
similar picture of the N N interaction.
Among these new models, the Argonne r 18 (AV18) interaction [3] follows basi
cally along the lines of its predecessor, the AV14. In fact, it can be expressed as the
sum of a charge-independent (Cl) and a charge-symmetry-breaking (CSB) part.
The former has the same 14 operators components of the AV14, although there
are some differencies: (i) the charged and neutral pion mass splitting is taken into
account: (ii) th e Nijmegen partial-wave analysis has found very' little difference
between the coupling constants /V-.v.v and /„± s n - and therefore fmws is chosen
to be charge-independent: its value (/•.VjV/47t=0.075) is somewhat smaller than in
the AV14: (iii) the electromagnetic interaction, specified along with the strong in
teraction. and treated up to order a 2. a being the fine structure constant, consists
of one- and two-photon Coulomb terms. Darwin-Foldy and vacuum polarization
contributions, and magnetic moment interactions [35].
The CSB term has three charge-dependent and one charge-asymmetric oper
ators: these four operators are the minimal requirement in order to provide a
precise fit of th e np and pp database simultaneously. They are given by:
O f 15- 18 - Ttj .

7.

<

. a t T„ . StjTij . (T„ + rM ) .

(9)

where the isotensor operator is defined as
Tij = 37-,.,^.- - T i - T j

.

(10)

With a total of 40 adjustable parameters, the AVI8 interaction is able to reproduce
the N N database with a \ 2 per degree of freedom near one. Note th a t this large
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number of parameters is a feature common to ail the interaction models of the
past decade.

2.2

Three-Nucleon Interactions

All the two-nucleon interactions which contain non-localities only at the level of
two powers of the relative momentum (p 2 or L2), as in the case of the AV14
and AV18, have been foimd to yield nearly identical results for the triton binding
energy. 7.62±0.01 MeV as compared to the experimental value of 8.48 MeV [36].
Furthermore, the equilibrium density of nuclear m atter is overpredicted. One way
to solve this discrepancy is to include three-nucleon interactions in the nuclear
Hamiltonian.
A simple model for the three-nucleon interactions makes them arise from the
internal structure of the nucleon. Since all degrees of freedom other than the
nucleons have been integrated out. the presence of nuclear resonances, such as
the A-resonance, induces three-body forces. The long-range term involving the
intermediate excitation of a A-isobar. via pion exchanges, is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The two-pion-exchange three-nucleon interaction (27rTNI) was originally written
down by Fujita and Miyazawa [37]:

+

- p T y . X ,k] [r, - T j . r , -Tfc]

( 11)

where
a 2, = ( ^
\
X tj =

firN&, rn- and

) 2( ^ ) 2— !
/ V m~ j rn - m A

K - ( r U )<T, • CTj +

are respectively the

T T ( r l J ) S i]

ttN A

( 12 )
.

( 13 )

coupling constant, the nucleon and

the A masses and {• • -} ([•••]) denote the anticommutators (commutators). This
interaction has been foimd to be attractive in light nuclei.
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The U rbana models for the three-nucleon interactions, the older Urbana
VIII [27] (UVIII) and the more recent Urbana IX [6 ] (UIX), are w ritten as the
sum of the 27tTNI plus a phenomenological shorter-range term of the form:
V,% = U0T ,2(r ,j )T !( r, t ) .

(14)

This term is of two-pion-exchange range on each of the two legs, and is meant to
simulate the dispersive effects which are required when integrating out A-iso bar
degrees of freedom. This phenomenological short-range term is repulsive, and is
here taken to be independent of spin and isospin.
The constants Ao*- and Uq in Eqs. ( 11 ) and (14) are adjusted to reproduce the
triton binding energy in ‘‘exact’’ Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) calcula
tions [4]. and the nuclear m atter equilibrium density in variational calculations
based on operator-chain expansion [38]. Recent GFMC calculations based on the
AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model have been shown to provide a reasonable descrip
tion of the low-energy spectra and charge radii of nuclei with A < 8 [4. 5].

FIG. 1 : The Fujita and Miyazawa two-pion-exchange three-nucleon interaction
diagram. Thin, thick, and dashed lines denote, respectively, nucleons. A-iso bars
and pions.
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Chapter 3
Bound- and Scattering-State
Wave Functions
Given a model for th e nuclear Hamiltonian, the next step consists in obtaining the
nuclear bound and scattering states, and in comparing the calculated observables
with the available experim ental data. Although the nuclear interaction models
described in the previous Chapter are quite simple to write down, the solution of
the Schrodinger equation, even for the three- and four-nucleon systems, is a verychallenging task. T his is mainly due to the strong correlation between the spatial
and internal degrees of freedom (spin and isospin) of the nucleons present in these
interactions.
Several techniques have been developed through the years to solve this problem
and intense effort continues to go on for their implementation. For the threenucleon system, there is a long history of numerical methods: one of the most
established one is th e Faddeev method. The basic idea of this technique is to
rewrite the Schrodinger equation as a sum of three equations in which (for twonucleon interactions a t least) only one pair interacts at a time. The resulting
equations are solved in either momentum- or coordinate-space.

The Faddeev

(and Faddeev-Yakubovsky) methods have been applied to solve the bound as well
as the scattering state s of three- and, recently, four-nucleon systems [39. 40, 41].
While these techniques are in principle "exact” , their implementation, particularly
12
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in momentum-space, is difficult when the Coulomb interaction is present, such as.
for example, in the pd and p 3He scattering channels. In fact, at this point in time,
we are not aware of any Faddeev calculation for the p 3He scattering problem.
Techniques based on quantum Monte Carlo methods have been also developed
to solve the problem of few-body nuclei, with mass number A < 8 [4. 5]. and are
currently being extended to treat systems with .4 = 9. These are the variational
Monte Carlo (VMC) and the Green's function Monte Carlo (GFMC) techniques.
The VMC is an approximate variational method that uses Monte Carlo techniques
to perform the spatial integrations.

The GFMC method, on the other hand,

employs Monte Carlo techniques to evaluate the imaginary-time path integrals
relevant for a light nucleus. It typically uses the VMC wave functions as a starting
point, and cools them in order to measure ground-state observables.
More recently, the few-body systems with .4 < 4 have also been studied with
a variational technique known as the correlated-hyperspherical-harmonics (CHH)
method, developed by Kievsky. Viviani. and Rosati [7. 8 . 9. 10. 11. 15. 42. 43.
44, 45. 46. 47], This method consists in expanding the wave function over a basis
of hyperspherical harmonic functions multiplied by correlation factors. Although
variational and in principle limited by the maximum number of basis functions
kept in the expansion, this technique has achieved high accuracy in describing
the three- and four-body bound and scattering states.

In fact, we have used

this method to calculate the 3H. 3He and 'He wave functions and the pd and
p 3He scattering-state wave functions a t energies below deuteron and 3He breakup
thresholds, respectively.
This Chapter is divided into two Sections: in Section 3.1 we review the CHH
method for the bound state problem, while in Section 3.2 we describe the CHH
method for the scattering problem.

3.1

The Bound-State Wave Functions

In this Section, we describe the main features of the CHH method, when applied
to calculate the trinucleon wave functions in Subsection 3.1.1. and the a-particle
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wave function in Subsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1

T he T hree-N ucleon W ave Function

The wave function ^ of a three-nucleon system with total angular momentum
and total isospin T T Z can be decomposed as
3

.

(15)

i=i
where the amplitude ty(x,. y,) is a function of the Jacobi coordinates x, =

- r*

and y t = (r^ + r k — 2 r t) / \/ 3 . i.j.k being a cyclic perm utation of 1.2.3. To ensure
the overall antisymmetry' of 'If. the amplitude ^'(x,.y,) is antisymmetric with
respect to exchange of nucleons j and k. and is expressed as [S. 9]
y (x ,.y ,) =

j/i)yQ0 '. k:i) .

(16)

where each channel a is specified by the orbital angular momenta Ia. La and A«.
the spin (isospin) S aJk {T£k) of pair j k and the total spin Sa. Orbital and spin
angular momenta are coupled, in the LS-coupling scheme, to give total angular
momenta J J Z. The correlation factor Fa takes into account the strong state
dependent correlations induced by the N N interaction. Two different forms have
been employed for Fa:
Fa = fa i n k ) = f Q{Xi) •
Fa

= /a(Ofc)gQ(rij)5 Q(rlfc) .

(18)
(19)

In the first case, the wave function includes correlation effects only between nu
cleons j and k in the active pair, while in the second case, the wave function
includes in addition correlation effects between these and the spectator nucleon i.
Traditionally, the method is known as pair-correlated hyperspherical harmonics
(PHH) method when the first choice of the correlation factor is employed. For
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realistic soft-core potentials, like the AV14 or AV18. the convergence pattern with
respect to the number of basis functions appears to be somewhat faster in the PHH
expansion than in the CHH one. This is not true in the case of the a-particle.
Therefore, we have used the PHH expansion to solve the three-body problem and
the CHH one in the study of the a-particle.
The (channel-dependent) correlation functions / Q(rjfc) are obtained with the
following procedure: when two of the nucleons are close to each other and far
removed from the others, it is expected that their wave function will be pre
dominantly influenced by their mutual interaction. The radial wave function for
two particles in state 3 = j $13 S :Jjk T jk is then obtained from solutions of two-bodv
Schrodinger-like equations
£ p j . j / ( r ) + t'J.ii'( r ) + A d.j'(r)]/j'(r) = 0 .

( 20 )

Tjj> and uj.j/ are the kinetic and potential energy operators.

„

1 J.J'

h2 \ o 2 , 2 a

ia(i 3 + i ) l r

— — I rr~.7 + - 7;------------- 5----- 03.J'
m [orr or
r2

(21)

( 22)

and Ujk is the N N interaction. The term Aj j ' ( r ) in Eq. (20) simulates the effect
of the interaction of the active pair with the remaining particles in the system and
is chosen to be of the simple form
A ^ (r) = A ^ e - ^ ' .

(23)

where A° and 7 are two parameters th at allow /a ( r) to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions. For more details, see Refs. [7. 8 ].
Next, we introduce the hvperspherical coordinates p and ot. defined as
(24)
Note that the hyper-radius p is independent on the perm utation i considered. The
dependence of $ Q(xt, yt) on p and o, is then made explicit by writing
(2 5 )
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where N nen'Ln are normalization factors. P " J are Jacobi polynomials and n is
a non-negative integer, n =

Ma being the selected number of basis

functions in channel a. The complete wave function is then w ritten as
(27)
i j k c y c lic

Q

^

The Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle.
(28)
is used to determine the hyper-radial functions u”(p) in Eq. (27). Carrying out
the variation Sn^> with respect to the functions u“(p). the following equation is
easily derived:

ijk

E

- E|*> ln= o ■

(29)

c y c lic

where Q denotes the angular variables o t. x, and y,. Performing the integration
over fi and spin-isospin sums (as implicitly understood by the notation (• • •) |n )
leads to a set of coupled second order differential equations for the u°(p). which
is then solved by standard numerical techniques [7, 8 ].
The binding energies in MeV of the A = 3 nuclei obtained with the PHH method
from the AV14. AV18. AV14/UVIII and AV18/UIX Hamiltonians are listed in Ta
ble I [9]. Also listed in Table I are results calculated with converged configurationspace [40] and momentum-space [41] Faddeev wave functions for the AV14. and
with the GFMC method [4] for the AV18/UIX potential model. The binding
energies obtained with the various methods are in excellent agreement with each
other, typically within 10 keV or less.

3.1.2

T he 4H e W ave Function

The CHH approach has also been applied to the four-nucleon problem [10. 11.
46]. W hen studying the 4He nucleus, it is convenient to consider the two sets of
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TABLE I: Trinucleons binding energies in MeV corresponding to the AV14. AVT8 .
AV14/UVIII and AV18/UIX Hamiltonian models. The PHH results for the AV14
potential are compared with those calculated by solving the Faddeev equations in
configuration- (F /R ) and in momentum-space (F /P ). Also we compare the PHH
and the GFMC results when the AV18/UIX potential model is used. The GFMC
statistical errors are shown in parenthesis.
Model
AVI 4
AV18
AV14/UVIII
AV18/UIX

Method
PHH
F /R
F /P
PHH
PHH
PHH
GFMC

expt.

B( H)
7.683
7.670
7.680
7.640
8.47
8.49
8.47(1)
8.48

B(3He)
7.032
7.014
6.930
7.73
7.75
7.71(1)
7.72

Jacobi coordinates, which correspond to the partitions 1+3 and 2+2. The Jacobi
variables corresponding to the partition 1+3 are defined as
x,ip = rj - rt .

(30)

y.4P = / t / 3 ( r fc - R , j ) .

(31)

z.4P = \ / z / 2 { ti -

(32)

R ijk) .

while those corresponding to the partition 2 + 2 are defined as
Xsp = Vj

Tj .

y bp = >/2(Rw -

(33)
R q) .

z bp = r t - rfc .

(34)
(35)

where R ^ (R « ) and R ,^ denote the center-of-mass positions of particles i j (kl )
and ijk, respectively. The wave function # is then expanded as
# = 5 1 [v a ( x -a p, Y a p, z^p) + V s(xflP. YB P, z b p)\ ,
p
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where the index p runs over the even permutations of particles ijkl.
The procedure is similar to the one used for the three-nucleon problem and
the amplitudes ip,4 and

wb

afe expanded as
-Ap)

^ n.p

(37)

-Bp)

k n ,p

(38)

f[[»i^]5

Sfcl

y.-ip- Z.4p) — 'y *Fa p 0a (x.4p, yAp'
a

e’s ( x flp, y B p . ZB p )

y

'

Pa.p Oa

(x B p • U B p '

where
Y a.p

=

{ [ [ V ; i o ( z , lp ) V ^ ( y . 4 P) l , l, Q^ ( X 4 p ) l f
t

J

L L

.s,
*bo

1
i’

J

JJ

(39)
7T:

>'®P =

{[[V/io(ZBp)»a-(ySp)]/l2a>'#3- ( XBp) ] i

. }
(40)

rr=

Here a channel a is specified by: orbital angular momenta I\n. £2q. i ia. Goa- and
La; spin angular momenta Saa. S ^ . and Sa: isospins Taa and T ^ . The total orbital
and spin angular momenta and cluster isospins are then coupled to the assigned
J J Z and T T Z. The overall antisymmetry of the wave function # is ensured by
requiring th at both

10a

and u.'b change sign under the exchange t ^ j.

The correlation factors Fa p is written, similarly to Eq. (19). as product of
correlation functions, that are obtained from solutions of two-body Schrodingerlike equations, as discussed in the previous Subsection and. in more details, in
Ref. [10].
The radial amplitudes o£ and <z>f are further expanded as

( " t.- lp ’

UApi - A p )

—

° * ( x B r s-Bp, --Bp) =

53

^ n m ( P )

2

< ,,

KmiP)
£ ^ r ^ s 'p " S&

n,m

r

ts„

\ra

/^A

•5C , ( < , <**) •
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where the magnitudes of the Jacobi variables have been replaced by the hyperspherical coordinates, which in the four-body case are given by:
P = \ / x % + lJ % +

-AP = \ j x BP + y 2BP + 4 P *

(-13)

cos<z>3p

= x Apj p = x Bp/ p .

(44)

cos Opp

= f/.4p/(psin<z>3p) .

(45)

cos o Bp

= yBp /(p sin ©3p) .

(46)

As in the three-body case, the hyper-radius is independent of the permutation p
considered.
Finally, the hvper-angle functions A'"m consist of the product of Jacobi poly
nomials
X Z J J . j ) - .V"m (Sin d ) 2”‘P„Kl“''“ T5(cos 2 c()P„',," ^ '',- +’ (coS 2 7 ) .

(47)

where the indices m and n run. in principle, over all non-negative integers, K-ia —
^io + ^2q + 2 m -I- 2 , and Ar"m are normalization factors [10].
Once the expansions for the radial amplitudes o A and oB are inserted into
Eqs. (37) and (38). the wave function # can schematically be written as

*=

(48)
anm

r

where z(p) stands for either u(p) or w(p) (yet to be determined), depending on
whether channel a is constructed with partitions 1+3 or 2+2. and the factor
includes the dependence upon the hyper-radius p due to the correlation functions,
and the angles and hyper-angles, denoted collectively by Q.
Again, the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle given in Eq. (28) is used to
determine the hvper-radial functions z°m{p) in Eq. (48) and ground-state energy
E : the procedure is exactly the same as in the three-body problem.
The present status of 4He [10. 46] binding-energy calculations with the CHH
method is summarized in Table II. The binding energies calculated with the CHH
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method using the AV18 or AV18/UIX Hamiltonian models are within 1.5 % of
corresponding GFMC results [4], and of the experimental value (when the threenucleon interaction is included). The agreement between the CHH and GFMC
results is less satisfactory when the AV14 or AV14/UVIII models are considered,
presumably because of slower convergence of the CHH expansions for the AV14
interaction. This interaction has tensor components which do not vanish at the
origin.
TABLE II: Binding energies in MeV of 4He calculated with the CHH method using
the AV18 and AV18/UIX and the older AV14 and AV14/UVIII potential models.
Also listed are the corresponding "exact" GFMC results [4] and the experimental
value. The GFMC statistical errors are shown in parenthesis.
Model
AVI 8
AV18/UIX
AVI 4
AV14/UVIII
expt.

3.2

CHH
24.01
27.89
23.98
27.50

GFMC
24.1(1)
28.3(1)
24.2(2)
28.3(2)
28.3

The Scattering-State Wave Functions

The PHH and CHH methods have also been used to calculate the wave functions
in three- and four-body scattering problems. The three-body scattering problem
has been studied with the PHH method both below and above deuteron breakup
threshold [8 , 9. 45], while for the four-body scattering problem, only the p 3He and
n 3H systems have been studied, below breakup. We discuss here the application
of the method to the pd (nd ) and p 3He ( n 3H) cases, below the deuteron and 3He
(3H) breakup threshold.
In Subsection 3.2.1 we describe the technique for the scattering-state wave
function, and in Subsection 3.2.2 we present some results for the three- and fourbody problems.
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3.2.1

T he M eth od for S catterin g-S tate W ave Functions

The wave function 4*[ f AJ: . having incoming orbital angular momentum L and
channel spin 5 (5 = 1 /2 .3 /2 for N d and S = 0,1 for p 3He and rc3H) coupled to
total J J Z. is expressed as
LSJJZ

* l-M

*TV J J

“ ^c

;

I

»T/ L

SJJ;

(49)

where 4k vanishes in the limit of kirge intercluster separation, and hence de
scribes the system in the region where the particles are close to each other and
their m utual interactions are large. In the asymptotic region, where intercluster
interactions are negligible.

jn

p-|-.4-duster case, is written as

< L'S'

where o A, rpA and p are respectively the .4-cluster wave function, the proton
and .4-cluster relative distance and magnitude of the relative momentum. The
functions Fi and G l are the regular and irregular Coulomb functions, respectively.
Note th at for n d and n 3H scattering, F i ( x ) / x and G l ( x ) / x are to be replaced by
the regular and irregular spherical Bessel functions. The function g{rpA) modifies
the G l {pt pA) at small rpA by regularizing it at the origin, and g{rpA) — 1 as
rpA > 1 0 — 12 fm. thus not affecting the asymptotic behavior of
the real parameters R ls .l 'S'( p ) are

. Finally,

R-m atrix elements which determine phase-

shifts and (for coupled channels) mixing angles at the energy p2/(2f.i), p being the
1+ A reduced mass. Of course, the sum over U S ' is over all values compatible

with a given J and parity.
The "core’ wave function 'Fc is expanded in the same PHH or CHH basis as
discussed in Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Both the m atrix elements Ris.L'S'iP)
and the hyper-radial functions occurring in the expansion of 4^ are determined
applying the Kohn variational principle, which states th at the functional
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has to be stationary with respect to variations in the R { s ,L’S' and the hyper-radial
functions.

Here E.\ = —2.225 MeV is the deuteron energy in the three-body

problem and E 4 = —7.72 MeV ( £ 4 = —8.48 MeV) is the 3He (3H) energy in the
four-body problem.

3.2.2

R esu lts for Three- and Four-Body S cattering Prob
lem s

To check the validity of the CHH approach for the scattering problem, phase-shifts
and mixing angles for nd scattering at energies below the three-body breakup
threshold obtained from the AV14 have been compared with the corresponding
Faddeev-Yakubovsky results [47]. The agreement between these two techniques
has been found excellent, thus establishing the high accuracy of the CHH method
for the scattering problem.

It is important to reemphasize that this scheme,

in contrast to momentum-space Faddeev methods, permits the straightforward
inclusion of Coulomb distortion effects in the pd channel. Therefore, the results
for pd elastic scattering are presumably as accurate as those for nd scattering.
Several results have been obtained in the last few years for the scattering
observables of the three-body problem.

Here we only list in Table III the nd

and pd doublet and quartet scattering lengths predicted by the AV18/UIX model,
which are found to be in excellent agreement with the available experimental
values.
TABLE III: Predictions obtained from the AVT8 /U IX Hamiltonian model with
the PHH method for the nd and pd doublet and quartet scattering lengths a 2 and
04 .

nd
pd

ao (fin)
PHH
expt.
0.63 0.65 ± 0.04
- 0.02

a 4 (fin)
PHH
expt.
6.33 6.35 ± 0.02
13.7

A similar comparison between the CHH and Faddeev-Yakubovsky methods
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can be done for the four-body problem, comparing the singlet and triplet scat
tering lengths for the n 3H zero-energy scattering problem calculated with the
AV14. These results are given in Table IV. Also listed there, are the p 3He singlet
and triplet scattering lengths predicted by the AV18. AVI 8 /U IX and the older
AV14/UVIII models, compared with the corresponding experimental values. The
latter, however, have rather large errors. In fact, these p 3He data have been ex
trapolated to zero energy from measured data taken above I MeV. and therefore
could suffer also of large systematic uncertainties.
The lowest energy measurements for p 3He elastic scattering have been taken at
a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of 1.2 MeV. and consist in differential cross section
cr(d) [48] and proton analyzing power A tJ(9) [49] d ata (6 is the c.m. scattering
angle). The theoretical prediction for a (9) obtained from the AV18 and AV18/UIX
interactions, is compared with the corresponding experimental data in Fig. 2.
Inspection of the figure shows that the differential cross section calculated with
the AV18/UIX model is in excellent agreement with the data, except at backward
angles, where the experimental cross section is slightly underpredicted. A detailed
study of p 3He elastic scattering is currently underway [50].
TABLE IV: Singlet as and triplet at S-wave scattering lengths (fm) for n 3H scat
tering calculated with the AV14 and p 3He scattering calculated with the AV18.
AV18/UIX and the older AV14/UVIII potential models. The n 3H Faddeev results
and the p 3He experimental values are also listed.
Method
CHH
Faddeev
CHH
CHH
CHH

Model
AV14
AV14
AVI8
AV18/UIX
AV14/UVIII
expt.

rc3H
ds
o.£
4.32 3.80
4.31 3.79

p 3He
Qs

Q.£

12.9
11.5

10.0
9.13
9.24
8.1±0.5
10.2±1.5

10.8±2.6
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FIG. 2: Differential cross section a(9) as function of the c.m. scattering angle 9.
at c.m. energy of 1.2 MeV. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [48]. The
long-dashed and solid lines correspond, respectively, to the CHH calculations with
the AVI 8 and AV18/UIX Hamiltonian models.
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Chapter 4
The Nuclear Transition Operators
In studying processes where the structure of the nucleus is investigated using elec
tromagnetic or weak probes, the construction of a realistic model for the nuclear
electroweak current and charge operators becomes a fundamental aspect of the
calculation. When such studies are carried out in the simplest picture of the nu
cleus. a non-relativistic many-body theory of interacting nucleons, the electroweak
current and charge operators are expressed in terms of those associated with the
individual protons and neutrons, the so-called "impulse approximation" (IA) (we
will refer to these also as “one-body"operators). Such a description, however, is
certainly incomplete. As already discussed in Chapter 2. the N N interaction is
mediated, at long distances, by pion-exchange, and seems to be rather well de
scribed by a boson-exchange picture even at intermediate- and short-range. Thus
the electroweak probe can interact with these exchanged particles, and this leads
to the introduction of effective many-body current and charge operators. It should
be realized that these many-body operators arise, as does the N N interaction it
self, as a consequence of the elimination of the mesonic degrees of freedom from
the nuclear state vector. Clearly, such an approach is justified only at energies
below the threshold for meson (specifically, pion) production, since above this
threshold these non-nucleonic degrees of freedom have to be explicitly included in
the state vector.
Although very successful in giving a quantitative prediction of many nuclear
25
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observables [1], this picture of the nucleus has to be considered greatly simpli
fied. The nucleons, which are taken as effective constituents of the nucleus, are
in fact composite particles (clusters of quark and gluons, in quantum chromo
dynamics), and the electromagnetic and weak probes can therefore excite their
internal degrees of freedom. To investigate the contribution from these processes,
we have included in our approach the lowest excitation of the nucleon, the Aresonance [13. 14]. Although these A-contributions have been found to be rather
small in the electromagnetic case [13], they are very important in weak processes,
especially in the hep reaction [14. 16. 25, 51]. We will return to these issues in
more detail below' and in the next Chapters.
This C hapter is divided into two main parts: in the first one. we describe the
electromagnetic current and charge operators, in the second we discuss the model
for the weak transition operator, both its vector and axial-vector components.

4.1

The Electromagnetic Transition Operators

In this section we describe the model for the electromagnetic current and charge
operators. First, we discuss the model when only nucleonic degrees of freedom
are considered (Subsections 4.1.1-4.1.4). In the second part of this Section, we
describe the extended model wave function and current operators that include
A-isobar degrees of freedom (Subsections 4.1.5 and 4.1.6).

4.1.1

N uclear Current and Charge Operators

The nuclear current and charge operators are expanded into a sum of one-, twoand. in the case of the current, three-body terms:
j(q )

=

+ & !? < < » ) +
i

p ( q)

=

’- < J

£ $ ( < » ) •

+ Y L P iffa ) i

(5 2 )

i<j<k

(53)

i<j

where q is the momentum transfer. The one-body operators j (1) and pw have the
standard expressions obtained from a non-relativistic reduction of the covariant
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single-nucleon current, and are given by
j«(1>(q)

=

7 ^ ei { p .-e,qr' } -

p\l)(q)

=

p|.NR(q) + pi.Rc(q) •

x o-.eiqr' ,

(54)
(55)

where {• • • . • • •} denotes the anticommutator, and
p.-.NR(q) =

e- c‘q r‘ •

Pi.Rc(q)

I - 7— = = - 1 I e.e1^
yJl+qfjAm 2

=

(56)

- j ^ ( 2p t - e;)q-(< r, x P i)eiqr' .

(57 )

The following definitions have been introduced:
fi =

[ ^ f ( ^ ) P GE
v (q^)Ti%z .

(58)

= 7} [^A /(^) + G \ t {ql)Tuz

(59)

and p. <r. and r are the nucleon's momentum. Pauli spin and isospin operators,
respectively.

The two terms proportional to l/m 2 in p |^ c are the wellknown

Darwin-Foldv and spin-orbit relativistic corrections [52. 53]. respectively.

The

G ^ u (<72) are the electric/magnetic { E /M ) isoscalar/isovector ( S / V ) form factors
of the nucleon, taken as function of the four-momentum transfer
<li = q ’ - ^ 2 > 0 .

(60)

where,for example, the energy transfer u/ = sjq2 + m f —m r for elastic scattering
on a target of mass m r initially at rest in the lab. These form factors are related
to the standard Pauli and Dirac form factors by:
c T ' d l )

=

cT '(q ;)

= F,s/V'(,;) +

f ? ' v K )

-

■

F ? /V (q;)

.

(«)

(62)

and are normalized as
G |( 0 ) =

C£(0) = 1 .

Gf[{0)

= 0.880 n N .

G h { 0)

=

4 .7 0 6 p v
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/ijV being the nuclear magneton (n.m.). The ^-dependence is constrained by an
alyzing electron-proton and electron-deuteron scattering data. While the proton
electric and magnetic form factors are experimentally fairly well known over a wide
range of momentum transfers, there is significant uncertainty in the neutron form
factors, particularly the electric one, which are obtained from model-dependent
analyses of ed data. Until this uncertainty in the detailed behaviour of the elec
tromagnetic form factors of the nucleon is narrowed, quantitative predictions of
electro-nuclear observables at high momentum transfers will remain rather tenta
tive.
In the next Subsections we describe: (i) the two-bodv nuclear current oper
ators: (ii) the three-body nuclear current operators associated with S-wave pion
rescattering: (iii) the two-body nuclear charge operators: (iv) the inclusion of Aisobar components in the wave functions, and (v) the A-isobar current operators.

4.1.2

T h e T w o-B od y Current O perators

Two-body electromagnetic current operators have conventionally been derived as
the non-relativistic limit of Feynman diagrams, in which the meson-baryon cou
plings have been obtained from either effective chiral Lagrangians [54] or semiempirical models for the off-shell pion-nucleon amplitude [55]. These methods
of constructing effective current operators, however, do not address the problem
of how to model the composite structure of the hadrons in the phenomenologi
cal meson-baryon vertices. This structure is often parametrized in terms of form
factors. For the electromagnetic case, however, gauge invariance actually puts
constraints on these form factors by linking the divergence of the two-body cur
rents to the commutator of the charge operator with the N N interaction. The
latter contains form factors too. but these are determined phenomenologically by
fitting N N d ata. Thus the continuity equation reduces the model dependence of
the two-body currents by relating them to the form of the interaction. This point
of view has been emphasized by Riska and collaborators [56, 57. 58, 59, 60] and
others [61, 62. 63], and is adopted in the treatm ent of two-body currents that we
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discuss here. We will refer to it as the so-called Riska- prescript ion.
The electromagnetic current operator must satisfy the continuity equation
q-j(q) =

[ H ,

p (q )]

.

(64)

where the Hamiltonian H includes two- and three-nucleon interactions and is given
in Eq. (1). To lowest order in 1/m . the continuity equation (64) separates into
separate continuity equations for the one-, two-, and many-body current operators
(65)
( 66 )

and a similar equation involving three-nucleon currents and interactions.
The one-body current in Eq. (54) is easily shown to satisfy Eq. (65). The
isospin- and momentum-dependence of the two- and three-nucleon interactions,
however, lead to non-vanishing commutators with the non-relativistic one-body
charge operator, and thus link the longitudinal part of the corresponding twoand three-body currents to the form of these interactions. At the moment we will
limit our discussion to two-body currents: the investigation of three-bodv current
operators is presented in Subsections 4.1.3 and 4.1.6.
The two-body current operator has been separated into model-independent
(MI) and model-dependent (MD) terms. The former are constructed to explicitly
satisfy current conservation with a given interaction model, and are determined
from the interaction model itself (in the present case, the AV14 or the chargeindependent part of the AV18 model) following the Riska-prescription: the latter
are the purely transverse currents associated with the pirj and ujit'y electromag
netic couplings of Fig. 3. and are therefore unconstrained by the N N interaction.
Their explicit expressions are [1]
. /

ttN

N 9 p N N Gpn-y (

)
Ti-TjkiXkj

tTi

• k ,

■ M W pikj)
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F
FIG. 3: Feynman diagram representation of the p 7ry and ^ '- 7 transition operators.
Solid, dashed, thick-dashed and wavy lines denote respectively nucleons, pions.
vector-inesons and photons.

(kf + m~)(k2 + m l )

fp(k i)fAk j)

•

(67)

f-JNNdulN:VG^rx-f (qp)

U kiV A kj) ■

(68)

where k, and k_, are the fractional momenta delivered to nucleons i and j with q =
k, + k j. mT. m p and mu are the pion. p-meson and a;-meson masses, respectively,
and

and gusN are the vector p N N and

ojN N

couplings. The ^-dependence

of the transition form factors Gp„^(q2) and G . ^ i q 2) is modeled, using vectordominance, as:
+ q U m l) •

(69)

= 9 ^ / ( ^ 4-q2/ m p2) .

(70)

=

G ^-M l)

The values of G ^ f a 2) and G ^ vl(q2) at the photon point are known to be
Gprii0) =

= 0.56. Ref. [64]. and G ^ ( 0 ) =

= 0.68. Ref. [55], from

the measured widths of the p —* k j and u/ —►7T"/ decays.
Finally, /*(&), f p{k) and /^(k) are monopole form factors introduced to take
into account the composite nature of nucleons and mesons. They are given by:
(7 1 )
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31

p. aj. The cutoff parameters A*-. Ap and A^ in these form factors

are not known. We use the values A*. = 3.8 fm_l and Ap = A*, = 6.3 fm_l
obtained from studies of the deuteron electromagnetic form factors, in particular
the B-structure function [65].
The MI two-body currents are obtained using the Riska-prescription. In this
approach it is assumed that for a given N N interaction c:v.v- the isospin-dependent
central (vr). spin-spin (vaT) and tensor (vtT) components can be attributed to
exchanges of ”7r-like" pseucloscalar (PS) and "p-like"vector (V) mesons. Working
in momentum-spaee. we have
i’iV.v(k) = K(Ar) + vaT{k)<Ti ■(Tj + vtr(k)Si]{k)\Tl ■r } .

(72)

where vr (k), i,tTT(k) and vtT(k) are related to their configuration-space correspon
dents by the relations:
vT(k)
v<rr(k )

= 4 n f

r2dr jo(kr)vT(r) .

(73)

% j Q r2dr [jQ{kr) - l \ v aT{r) .

(74)

0

=

(75)
The factor jo(kr) - 1 in the expression for vaT{k) ensures that its volume integral
vanishes. The tensor operator in momentum-space is

5,j(k) =

k 2 {a-i ■ (Tj) -

3(<r, • k)(<x, • k) .

(76)

At intermediate and long range, the vT. vaT and vtT interactions can be obtained
by 7r-meson and p-meson exchanges. The ir N N and p N N effective Lagrangians
are:
(77)
(78)
where ip,

tt

and p are the T = 1/2 nucleon and the T = 1 pion and p-meson

fields, respectively. The Bjorken and Drell conventions are used for the 7 -matrices
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and the metric tensor gaT [66 ]. f„,\,v, gpi\ \ \ and

kp

32

are the pseudovector irNN.

the vector and tensor p N N coupling constants, respectively.

For example, in

the CD-Bonn OBE model [2] the values for these couplings are: /^ /4 tt = 0.075.
gp/ 4 n = 0.84.

kp =

6.1. By performing a non-relativistic reduction of the Feynman

diagram of Fig. 4(a). with n- and p-meson exchange, one obtains:
vs%(k) = vps{k)+[vAk)+2vp(k)\k;2(<T,-crj) —[cT(fc) —i'p(fc)]5ij(k) ( t , - t , ) . (79)
with

and /tt(A:) {fp(k)) denotes

ttN N

(p N N ) monopoie form factors as defined in

Eq. (71). In the CD-Bonn potential the cutoff parameters are A* = 8.61 fm -1
and Ap = 6.64 fm-1. By comparison of Eqs. (72) and (79). we have:
vpS(k)

=

[vaT(k) - 2 vtT(k)}/3 .

(S3)

vp( k ) - * v v (k)

=

[u"T(k) + y‘T(A:)]/3 .

(84)

vPs ( k ) v v s ( k )

=

vT{k) .

(85)

iv(fc) -

Even though the AV14 and AV18 are not OBE models, the functions ups(k)
and. to a less extent. i\-{k) and vvs{k) projected out from their vT. va r. and vtT
components are quite similar to those of tt- and p-meson exchanges in Eqs. (80)(82) (with cutoff masses of order 5 fm-1), as shown in Refs. [67. 68 ].
The "7r-like"(PS) and "p-like" (V) currents are then obtained in two steps: first,
minimal substitution dp —>dp ± iAp in the Lagrangians of Eqs. (77) and (78). and
in the free 7r-meson and p-meson Lagrangians leads to the expressions (for 7r-like
as an example):
( 86 )

(87)
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Then, the PS and V MI two-body currents are calculated performing a nonrelativistic reduction of the Feynman amplitudes of Fig. 4(b).

,

1 \"

I

(a)

FIG. 4: (a) OBE Feynman diagram representation: (b) Feynman diagram repre
sentation of the two-body currents associated with meson-exchange. Solid, dashed
and wavy lines denote respectively nucleons, mesons and photons.
The momentum-space expressions for these currents are:
j!;)(k ,.k ,:P S )

=

3 iG ^ )(T .x
V psikjjcr^C T j

r,)..
• kj) -

L ' p s { k , ) < T J ( < T l ■ k.)

k ' - k;
r4[t’ps(k,) ~ i’p s IM K o-, •

jj^ k i.k j;

V)

=

—3 i G

E
v {q^ ){r

, x

vv(ki) - uv(kj)

T j)z

• kj)

( 88 )

vv (kj)<Ti x (*j x k 7) - vv{ki)aj x (<x, x k.)

■[(kj - kj)(cr, x k.) •

(o-j

x kj)

k ? - k *

+(<r, x kj)

(Tj

• (kj x k j ) + ( t x

~ ^ ( f c j) ]

+ 3 /^

kj ) cr, • (k, x kj)]

(89)

.

Coniiguration-space expressions are obtained from
j* ?(q ;a) = / &

^

»

( 2 tt)3 (27t)3

»

/

a) .

(90)

where a= P S or V. Techniques to carry out the Fourier transforms above are
discussed in Ref. [67].
We reemphasize: (i) the PS and V two-body currents have no free parameters
and, by construction, satisfy the continuity equation with the given realistic in
teraction (here the AV14 or the charge-independent part of AV18 model); (ii) the
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continuity equation requires the same form factor be used to describe the electro
magnetic structure of the hadrons in the longitudinal part of the current operator
and in the charge operator, while it places no restrictions on the electromagnetic
form factors which may be used in the transverse parts of the current. Ignoring
this ambiguity, the form factor G ^ i q 2) is used in the PS and V currents operators,
in line with the ■‘minimal” requirements of current conservation.
There are additional two-body currents associated with the momentum de
pendence of the interaction, but their construction is less straightforward.

A

procedure similar to that used to derive the PS and V currents has been gen
eralized to the case of the currents from spin-orbit components of the interac
tion [69]. It consists, in essence, of attributing these to exchanges of cr-like and
u;-like mesons for the isospin-independent terms, and to p-like mesons for the
isospin-dependent ones. The explicit form of the resulting currents, denoted as
SO. can be found in Refs. [68 , 69]. The two-bodv currents from the quadratic
momentum dependence of the interaction are obtained by minimal substitution
P. —* Pi - 5 [O f (<72) + GyE
' {q*)ruz A (r,). A (r,) being the vector potential, into
the corresponding components. In the case of the AV14 and AV18 model, the p2dependence is via L 2 and (L • <rt L • <
t 2 + h.c.) terms, and the associated currents
are denoted respectively as LL and S02 [67. 68 ].
We note that the SO. LL and S02 currents are fairly short-ranged, and have
both isoscalar and isovector terms. Their contribution to isovector observables
is found to be numerically much smaller than that due to the leading PS (7rlike) current. However, these currents give non-negligible corrections to isoscalar
observables, such as the deuteron magnetic moment and B-structure function [65].
Finally it is worth emphasizing th at, while the Riska-prescription is not unique, it
has nevertheless been shown to provide, at low and moderate values of momentum
transfer, a satisfactory description of most observables where the isovector twobody currents play a large (if not dominant) role, such as the deuteron threshold
electrodisintegration [65], the neutron and proton radiative captures on protons
and deuterons at low energies [65, 68 ], and the magnetic moments and form factors
of the trinucleons [13], as will be shown in Chapter 5.
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T he T hree-B od y E xchange Current A ssociated w ith
S-wave P ion R escattering

In this Subsection we describe the three-body exchange current which corresponds
to the main nonresonant two-pion exchange three-nucleon interaction. Although
this term is not included in the Urbana VIII and IX interactions, it should be
included in any complete three-nucleon interaction model, as it is implied by
effective Lagrangians for the pion-nucleon system. Ignoring this inconsistency, in
the present work we study the effects of the current operators associated with this
three-nucleon interaction.
The isospin odd "large” component of the S-wave pion-nucleon (ttN) scattering
amplitude at low energy and momentum transfer may be described by the effective
interaction [70]:
£irirJV ,V =

------= 2 fc’7

^

* <^7T •

(9 1 )

4 /.
Here /„. is the pion decay constant (~93 MeV). This effective Lagrangian implies
the "Weinberg-Tomozawa” relation for the isospin odd combination of the

tt.V

S-wave scattering lengths a i.a 3:
2

I •

(92)

which agrees well with the experimental scattering length values. Combined with
the pseudovector w N N effective Lagrangian of Eq. (77), this effective Lagrangian
gives rise to the three-body interaction:
..

*

1 1 ( f-!rNN\
v-—
- 74m
^ 7 = 2 \ —m n j ijfc^£ cUc r ‘: .

• k,

i

X

• kfc
r J x r k-

DiDk

k fc + 1 [k, - [P, - P ,] - kfc • [Pfc - P,]]

.

(93)

diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5. Here we have defined P , = p] -t- p, p» and p '
being the initial and final momentum of nucleon i. respectively. The denominator
factors Dt are defined as
Di =

kf -(- m l .
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FIG. 5: Feynman diagram representation of the three-nucleon two-pion exchange
interaction. Solid and dashed lines denote respectively nucleons and pions. The
dashed circle corresponds to the rnrNN vertex.

The derivative coupling in the Lagrangian of Eq. (91) leads to an electromag
netic contact term, that can be constructed by minimal substitution, and has the
expression
C-KTr-ryN —

■) t ' y ^ [ c D ; ( "^ • 7T)

T.7T“] c

.

(95)

Together with the effective Lagrangians of Eqs. (8 6 ) and (87). this procedure
gives rise to the following set of three-nucleon exchange current operators shown
in Fig. 6 : (a) a contact current at the S-wave rescattering vertex, (b) two contact
currents at the two accompanying pseudovector

kN N

vertices and (c) two pion

current terms.
The explicit expressions for these are correspondingly:

DiDk

• kfc)
DkDi'

cr,(crk

—kfc • [Pfc - P,-] - 2 m u + q - P,-] } + (i ^ k) ,
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FIG. 6 : Feynman diagram representation of the three-nucleon exchange current
operators. Solid, dashed and wavy lines denote respectively nucleons, pions and
photons. The dashed circle corresponds to the ttttN N vertex.

•C / x
J* (q) =

1 1

//riv .v V

r

/

M

to -k ^ to -k * )2 k ,-q
—
m , ---------- w ~

| t o • (k' —Q) x kfc] H- ^ [k, • [Pi - P j\
- kfc • [Pfc - Pj] - 2 m u + q • P,] | 4- (i ^ k) .

(98)

In these exchange current operators, the fractions of the total momentum transfer
q imparted to the three nucleons are denoted k, respectively, so that q = kt + k 2-(k3. The denominator factors D l are defined in Eq. (94), while the denominator
factors Di are defined as
D / = (q - k,)2 + m l .

(99)

The combined three-nucleon exchange current operator j ° + j 6 -f j c satisfies
the continuity equation with the three-nucleon interaction Vs of Eq. (93). These
two-pion exchange three-nucleon currents will be labelled as irns in Chapter 5.
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T w o-B ody Charge O perators

While the MI two-bodv currents are linked to the form of N N interaction via the
continuity equation, the most important two-body charge operators are model de
pendent and may be viewed as relativistic corrections. They fall into two classes:
the first class includes those effective operators that represent non-nucleonic de
grees of freedom, such as nucleon-antinucleon pairs cr nucleon-resonances. and
which arise when these degrees of freedom are eliminated from the state vector:
to the second class belong those dynamical exchange charge effects that would
appear even in a description explicitly including non-nucleonic excitations in the
state vector, such as the p u j and u/7T7 transition couplings. The proper forms
of the former operators depend on the m ethod of eliminating the non-nucleonic
degrees of freedom [65. 71. 72]. There are nevertheless rather clear indications for
the relevance of two-body charge operators from the failure of calculations based
on the one-body operator in Eq. (55) in predicting the charge form factors of the
three- and four-nucleon systems [13. 73], and the deuteron A-structure function
and tensor polarization observable [65].
The two-body model used in the present work consists of the tt-. p- and ajmeson exchange charge operators, as well as of the p x ^ and ujx~) charge tran
sition couplings. The former are derived by considering the low-energy limit of
the relativistic Born diagrams associated with the virtual meson photoproduction
amplitude. The p7ry and uix') operators are the leading corrections obtained in a
non-relativistic reduction of the corresponding Feynman diagrams of Fig. 3. To
reduce their model dependence, the n- and p-meson-exchange charge operators,
the former of which gives by far the dominant contribution, are constructed using
the PS (7r-like) and V (p-like) components projected out of the isospin-dependent
spin-spin and tensor terms of the interaction [73]. The resulting two-body op
erators are denoted as PS and V. and are here obtained from either the AV14
or the charge-independent part of the AV18. The momentum-space expressions
of the PS. V. jj. px-'j and uix~f charge operators, p ^ k , , k.; PS), p ^ k , . k,; V).
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k i.k j) and p ^ 7 (k ,,k j) respectively, are:
„ !? (k ,.k ,:P S )

=

k;

+ [flf ( ^ ) T. ' T 1 +

p™ (k,.kj : V)

- ±

=

Ff

<I7,;)T..;]

[ff <?> . •r , +
x

t'ps(k,)<Ti

F } ’( £ )

iv(Arj)(<r,

X

■

ki a , • q

( 100 )

tj. ,

q) • ( o ^

x

kj)

x tv(Arj)(<T; x q) • ( c r , x k.)

(

101)

(

102)

9Znn
8m3
(<r, x q) • ( t r j x k j f „ x
WJ T m -J
l

Ukj)

V'/ '2>

+

x k.)

(<Tj X q ) • (<7,

kf + m l

/i

|

\

p ^ 7 (kt.k ; ) -

-

/ 7 r V . V ^ V i V ( l "F /C p) _

2mirmpm

,

2\

<r, k,(<7, x k j - ( k , x k j
(A:,2 + rnl)(k'f 4- m 2)

/xl,J/p(W

g j-k jfo x k O -fo x k j)
(A2 -F m*) ( kj 4- m 2 )
Pumy (k ,. kj ) —

(103)

firNSP^NN n
, 2\
'CJ^nry [Qu)
Ti

cr, kjjcTj x kj) • (lq x kj)

~ Ti.z

{kf + m l ) { k ] + m l )

fM U k j)

tTj • kj(<Tj x ki) • (k, x kj)
fM M kj)
{kf + ml ) { kj + m l )
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where F f /V (qft) are the standard Dirac and Pauli form factors, m is the nucleon
mass and vps and vy are given in Eqs. (83) and (84). Coupling constants and
cutoff parameters are discussed in Subsection 4.1.2.
We note finally th at in the pion (as well as vector meson) charge operators there
are additional contributions due to the energy dependence of the pion propagator
and direct coupling of the photon to the exchanged pion (p-meson). However,
these operators give rise to non-local isovector contributions which are expected
to provide only small corrections to the leading local terms. For example these
operators would only contribute to the isovector combination of the 3He and 3H
charge form factors, which is anyway a factor of three smaller than the isoscalar.
Thus they are neglected in the present model.

4.1.5

A-Isobar C om ponents in th e W ave Functions: the
TCO M eth od

When A-isobar degrees of freedom are considered, the nuclear wave function is
written as
* x +± = V ( N N N ■■■)+ ¥ 1}{ N N A ■■■) + ¥ 2]( N N A ■■■) + ■■■ .

(105)

where 'F is that part of the total wave function consisting only of nucleons, the
term 'F(1) is the component in which a single nucleon has been converted into a
A-isobar. and so on. The nuclear two-body interaction is taken as
Vij = Vij{NN — N N ) + [vij(NN -

.VA) + ctJ( N N -

AA) +- H.c.J ,

(106)

where Uij(NN —►N N ) is the nuclear interaction studied in Chapter 2. and the
transition interactions Vij (NN —*• .VA) and

(N N —>AA) are responsible for

generating A-isobar admixtures in the wave function. The long-range part of t/^
is due to pion-exchange. In an effective Lagrangian approach, the

kN A

vertex

interaction is w ritten as:
A m = — V T v ■dpTz 4- H.c. .
m_
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where w** is the isospin-spin 3 /2 field of the A. T is the isospin-transition operator
which convert the nucleon into a A isobar, and / t:va is the

ttN

A

coupling constant.

The non-relativistic reduction of the Feynman amplitudes in Fig. 7 leads to N N —►
A A and N N —►AA interactions Vi}( N N —+ .VA) and vtJ(N N —►AA) of the
form:
vtJ( N N -

:VA)

=

[t,irr//(rtJ)ar, • S, +

t’^ A A - A A )

=

[u'7Tlll(rlJ)Sl - S J +

r , •T, .
T t Tj .

(108)
(109)

Here. Si is the spin-transition operator, and SjJ and S j - 1 are tensor operators in
which, respectively, the Pauli spin operators of either particle i or j . and both
particles i and j are replaced by corresponding spin-transition operators. The
functions vaTll{r). etc.. are given bv:
( 110)

( 111 )
where a = II. III. x = mnr. { f f ) Q = /x v v /W a t U. ws / kS a , for a = II. III.
respectively, and the cutoff function C{x) = 1 - e ' Ax‘ . In the Argonne c28q [77]
(AV28Q) interaction, which contains explicit N and A degrees of freedom. / t;va =
(6v/2/5 )A ;V;V. as obtained in the quark model, and A = 4.09.

ta)

(b)

FIG. 7: Feynman diagram representation of the N N —> N A and N N —►AA
transition interactions due to one pion exchange. Solid, thick-solid, and dashed
lines denote nucleons. A-isobars. and pions, respectively.
The short- and intermediate-range parts of vtj, influenced by more complex
dynamics, are constrained by fitting N N scattering data at lab energy < 400 MeV
and deuteron properties [26], as earlier discussed in C hapter 2 .
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Once the N N . N A and AA interactions have been determined, the problem is
reduced to solving the N -A coupled-channel Schrodinger equation. In principle,
at least for the A=3 systems. Faddeev and hvperspherical-harmonics techniques
can be used (and. indeed. Faddeev methods have been used in the past [74. 75]) to
this end. although the large number of N -A channels involved makes the practical
implementation of these methods difficult. A somewhat simpler approach consists
of a generalization of the correlation operator technique [76]. which has proven
very useful in the variational theory of light nuclei, particularly in the context of
variational Monte Carlo calculations [4. 27]. In the transition correlation operator
(TCO) approach, as this method is known [25], the nuclear wave function is
written as
'F .

( 112 )

«j
where 'F is the purely nucleonic component. S is the svminetrizer. and the tran
sition operators U

convert N N pairs into .VA and AA pairs. The latter are

defined as
(113)
with £/;)A and

given in Eqs. (108)-(109). where the functions vaTa and vtTa

are replaced by transition correlation functions uaTa and utTn. respectively, vet to
be determined. In the present study the *F is taken from CHH solutions of the
AV14/UVIII or AV18/UIX Hamiltonians with nucleons only interactions, while
the transition correlation functions uaTa etc. are obtained solving the two-bodv
bound and low-energy scattering-state problem with the AV28Q interaction. The
correlation functions uaTll{r), etc. are shown in Fig. 8 .
The validity of the approximation inherent to Eq. (112) was discussed at length
in the original work [25]. and has been reviewed more recently in Ref. [13]. Here we
only note that: (i) since the correlation functions u‘rr//(r). etc. are short-ranged
(see Fig. 8 ). they are expected to have a rather weak dependence on A: this should
allow us to use correlation functions obtained solving a two-body problem also for
processes involving three and four nucleons, (ii) The AV28Q interaction provided
an excellent description of the N N database available in the early eighties, but
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FIG. 8 : Transition correlation functions u"Tll(r). utTlr(r), etc. obtained for the
AV28Q model [77], and perturbation theory equivalents uerr{I'PT(r). utTll-pr (r).
etc.

no attem pt has been made to refit this model to the more recent and much more
extensive Nijmegen database [78].
We finally note that the normalization of the full wave function 'I'.v+a in the
TCO approach can be written:
( f. v + i I t,v + i)

=

( * | 1 + D 2 X c / y ,V +
KJ

+

V

+

.

(114)

K j .k^i.j

where we have retained two- and three-body contributions. The wave function
normalization ratios ('F.v+a I

I '&)• obtained for the bound three- and

four-nucleon systems, are listed in Table V.

Thus, the probability P± of A-

components in the nuclear wave function is about 2 % and 6 % in three- and fourbody nuclei, respectively. As a comparison, PA = 0.5 % in the deuteron [26, 77].
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TABLE V: The wave function normalization ratios ('L.v+a I# ,V+a >/<* I#} ob
tained for the bound three- and four-nucleon systems, when the TCO calculation
is based on the AV28Q interaction. The purely nucleonic CHH wave functions
| 4') correspond to the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model.
Model
AV28Q

3He

1.0238

1.0234

‘He
1.0650

The more traditional way of estim ating the importance of the A-isobar degrees
of freedom in electroweak observables, is the so-called first-order perturbation
theory (PT). In such an approach, the A-isobar admixtures in the wave functions
are generated via
tf(I) =
-

-----------T K (iV iV rri —n i-»
\ ‘<j
~r'

.VA) + utJ( N N - AiV)] * .

2( ^ U

(115)
(116)

where the A-isobar kinetic energy contributions in the denominators of Eqs. (115)
and (116) have been neglected (static A approximation).
When compared to the TCO approach, the PT approximation produces N A
and A A admixtures that are too large at short distances, and therefore leads to a
substantial overprediction of the effects associated with A isobars in electroweak
observables [25], as can be seen in Fig. 8 .

4.1.6

E lectrom agnetic A -C urrents

In a full description in which also A-isobar degrees of freedom are included, the
one-body current is written as
j!"(q) =

E

(im

B ,B '= N . A

where j\(q; N —*• N) is the nucleonic current component given in Eq. (54) and

j,(q ;iV -.A )

=

—r —GrVA(<?£)eiq'riq x S.T,.- ,
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j,( q :A - > A )

=

45

- r r G ^ ( ?3 e i^ q x S 1( H - e i,; ) .

(119)

Here £ (©) is the Pauli operator for the A spin 3 /2 (isospin 3/2), and the ex
pression for ji(q ; A —> N) is obtained from that for jj(q: *V —►A) by replacing the
transition spin and isospin operators by their Hermitian conjugates. The .VAtransition and A electromagnetic form factors, respectively G7.va and G-,aa- are
parametrized as
h"y.VA
•)
A'-rAA

C 7aa(<£)

•>

•

(

120 )

(

121 )

The iVA-transition magnetic moment ^ 7;va is taken equal to 3 n.m.. as obtained
from an analysis of 7 ;V data in the A-resonance region [79]: this analysis also gives
A. v a . i

= 0.84 GeV and

A. v a .2

= 1 .2 GeV. The value used for the A magnetic

moment ^ 7a a is 4.35 n.m. by averaging results of a soft-photon analysis of pionproton bremsstrahlung data near the A ++ resonance [80], and

Aaa

= 0.84 GeV

as in the dipole parametrization of the nucleon form factor. In principle. N to A
excitation can also occur via an electric quadrupole transition. Its contribution,
however, has been ignored, since the associated pion photoproduction amplitude
is found to be experimentally small at resonance [81]. Also neglected is the A
convection current.
The A'A-transition two-body currents are written as

where the prime over the summation symbols indicates that terms involving more
than a single A have been neglected in the present study. The N N —*• N N twobody term s have already been discussed. The two-body terms involving at most
a single A are explicitly given by

+

e ^ ^ - V ^ - V ^ r ,^ )
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where r,., =

46

—r J, Rnj = (ri + rj)/2, and the functions h(r) and h(r) are defined,

respectively, as
A W

2

h(r)

=

-

| 7 ..V ,v /..V a \

J _ (1 + x ) e - r '

- L J**

(1 2 4 )

.

(125)

with x = m vr and L(c) = [m2 + <7-(1 /4 —c2)]l/2. Terms explicitly proportional
to q in Eq. (123) have been dropped, since in applications only the transverse
components of j(q) occur.

The three terms in Eq. (123) are associated with

diagrams (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 9. respectively, and can be obtained from the
well known expression of the two-body nucleonic currents due to pion-exchange
by replacing <Tj and

with S; and T j. respectively.

la)

ib)

ic)

FIG. 9: ;VA-transition two-body currents due to pion exchange.
To account for the hadron compositeness, form factors must be introduced at
the t t N N and tt.VA vertices. In the case of l \ j ( N N —♦ N A ) interaction, an rspace Gaussian cutoff has been used. However, for the j ( N N —* N A) above it has
been found convenient to introduce monopole form factors given in Eq. (71) with
a = 7r and AT=4.56 fm~l . This value for Ax is consistent with that obtained from
the tensor component of

v tj ( N N

—> N A). Finally, the expression in Eq. (123) is

multiplied by the isovector form factor G E
v (ql).

4.2

The Weak Transition Operators

We describe here the model for the weak current and charge operators. As for the
electromagnetic case, in the first part we discuss the model when only nucleonic
degrees of freedom are included. In the second part we describe the A-isobar
contributions.
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T h e N uclear W eak Current and Charge O perators

The nuclear weak current and charge operators have polar-vector/scalar (V) and
axial-vector/pseudoscalar (A) components
j± (q)

=

j± (q;V ) + ji( q ; A) .

(126)

P±(q)

=

P ± (q ;V )+ p i(q ;A ) .

(127)

where q is the momentum transfer, and the subscripts ± denote charge raising
(+) or lowering (-) isospin indices. Each component, in turn, consists of one-,
two-, and manv-bodv terms that operate on the nucleon degrees of freedom:
j(q?a)

=

^ j .- ^ q j a j + J^jS^qja)-!-... .

P(q;a)

=

(128)

<<j

*

J^pSl>(q;a) + J 3 p S > }( q ; a ) + . . . .

(129)

K j

i

where a=V . A and the isospin indices have been suppressed to simplify the nota
tion. The one-bodv operators j^1' and pjl) have the standard expressions obtained
from a non-relativistic reduction of the covariant single-nucleon V and A currents,
and are listed below for convenience. The V-charge operator is written as
d l)(q; V) = p 'V q : V) + pl.RC(q; V) .

(130)

p !,N R (q :V )= r,± elqr' .

(131)

with

Pi.Rc(q;v ) =

- t , . * q - ( g , * p.)elqr' .

( 132)

The V-current operator is expressed as
V) -

{ p . . e * "> - i £ n * , » , ( ( «

.

(133)

where (jlv is the isovector nucleon magnetic moment (fjv = 4.709 n.m.). Finally,
the isospin raising and lowering operators are defined as
Ti,± = {Ti'X ± i tly)/2 .
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The term proportional to 1/m 2 in pjtRC(q; V) is the well known [52. 53] spin-orbit
relativistic correction. The vector charge and current operators above are simply
obtained from the corresponding isovector electromagnetic operators of Eqs. (54)(59). by the replacement r;.,/2 —►t1±. in accordance with the conserved-vectorcurrent (CVC) hypothesis. The p,,-dependence of the nucleon s vector form fac tors
(and. in fact, axial-vector form factors below) has been ignored, since in this work
we are interested in weak processes involving very small momentum transfers.
For this same reason, the Darwin-Foldy relativistic correction proportional to
q2/ { S m 2) in p ^ c (q: V) has also been neglected.
The A-charge operator is given, to leading order, by
(135)

while the A-current operator considered in the present work includes leading and
next-to-leacling order corrections in an expansion in powers of p/ m. i.e.
j! ^ A ) —jl.xjtCqiA) +j|_RC(q: A) .

(136)

with
(137)

2 m mM

(138)

The axial coupling constant gA is taken to be [82] 1.2654±0.0042. by averaging
values obtained, respectively, from the beta asymmetry in the decay of polarized
neutrons (1.2626±0.0033 [83. 84]) and the half-lives of the neutron and superal
lowed 0+ —» 0+ transitions, i.e. [2ft(0+ —*■0+) / f t { n) - 1]=1.2681±0.0033 [82].
The last term in Eq. (138) is the induced pseudoscalar contribution (m,x is the
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muon mass), for which the coupling constant gp is taken as [85] gp=-6.78 g.A.Note th at in the limit q=0, the expressions for Pi.NR(q; v ) and ji.NR(q;A) reduce
to the familiar Fermi and Gamow-Teller operators.
In the next five Subsections we describe: (i) the two-bodv V-current and Vcharge operators, required by the CVC hypothesis: (ii) the two-bodv A-current
and A-charge operators due to n- and p-meson exchanges, and the pir mechanism:
(iii) the V and A current and charge operators associated with excitation of Nisobar resonances [14].

4.2.2

T w o-B ody W eak V ector Current and Charge Oper
ators

The weak vector (V) current and charge operators are derived from the corre
sponding electromagnetic operators by making use of the CVC hypothesis, which
for two-bodv terms implies
(139)
where j j ,- ( q ; 7 ) are the isovector (charge-conserving) two-body electromagnetic
currents, and a.b = x. y. z are isospin Cartesian components. A similar relation
holds between the electromagnetic charge operators and its weak vector counter
parts. The charge-raising or lowering weak vector current (or charge) operators
are then simply obtained from the linear combinations
(140)
Using Eq. (139), it is easy to see th at the two-body vector current and charge
operators are simply obtained from the corresponding isovector electromagnetic
terms by making the substitutions r ,.2 —■* t ,_± and ( r , x

Tj)z

—* ( r , x

Tj)±

in

Eqs. (67)-(68), (88)-(89) and (100)-(101). Here we have defined
(T i X T j ) ± = (T i X T j ) x ± i(T . X T j ) y .
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Although our model for the MI electromagnetic current operator includes PS
(" 7r-like"). V ("p-like"). SO, LL and S02 currents, as already discussed in Sec
tion 4.1.2, we included in the weak vector current operator only the PS and V
components, which are expected to give the leading contributions, as already ver
ified in the electromagnetic case.
Among the MD terms of the weak vector current operator, the uiny contribu
tion has been found negligible, while the A-currents have been found to give the
largest MD contribution, which, however, is still small respect to that due to the
leading MI terms. For the A-contributions. see Subsection 4.2.5.
Finally, the weak vector charge operator consists only of the "TT-iike'and "plike" terms, already discussed in Section. 4.1.4. which were found to give the largest
two-bodv contributions.

4.2 .3

T w o-B ody W eak A xial Current O perators

In contrast to the electromagnetic case, the axial current operator is not con
served. Its two-body components cannot be linked to the N N interaction and,
in this sense, should be viewed as model dependent. Among the two-bodv axial
current operators, the leading term is th at associated with excitation of A-isobar
resonances. We defer its discussion to Section 4.2.5. In the present Section we
present the two-body axial current operators due to

7r-

and p-meson exchanges

(the ttA and pA currents, respectively), and the p7r-transition mechanism (the
pirA current). Their individual contributions have been found numerically far less
im portant than those from A-excitation currents in studies of weak transitions
involving light nuclei [12. 14. 51]. These studies [12. 14, 51] have also found that
the 7tA and pA current contributions interfere destructively, making their com
bined contribution almost entirely negligible. These conclusions are confirmed in
the present work.
The

ttA

. pA .

and pirA current operators were first described in a systematic

way by Chemtob and Rho [55]. Their derivation has been given in a number
of articles, including the original reference mentioned above and the more recent
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review by Towner [86 ]. Their momentum-space expressions are :

jS;}(k,. kj: ttA )

=
+

jlj'(k ,.k j:p A )

=

(r,
^

x

Tj)± v^(kj) a , x k, <t} ■k}

(q +

t J i ± V x i k j r)

<Tj ■ k ,

+ (i ^ j ) . (142)

5~ ( r , x Tj)± t'p(fcj) [ q <r, • (<Tj x k j) + i(rx_, x k_,) x P,
-[or,

+

P t)

icr, x

—

m

T j , ± i'P { k j )

x

x kj)] x k ,

(a-j

x k j ) x k_, - i[cr, x (er, x k , ) ] x P ,

( <Tj

+
•(-)/!

(143)
\\

1

J o (k..kj:PrA)

=

-

9 A y/
-

x [ ( l

g f { r

,

,

r

+Kp)(Tt

\

J )±

X

w

^

V j —

^

,

.

k

i

k, - iP,] + { i ^ j ) .

1

(144)

where the functions u„(k) and vp(k) have already been defined inEqs. (80)-(81).
and the monopole form factors are given in Eq. (71).
Note that the values used for the ttN N and p N N coupling constants and cutoff
masses are the following: f^/4ir = 0.075. g~p/4w = 0.5. kp = 6 .6 . A*- = 4.8 fm_I.
and i\p = 6.8 fm-1 . The p-meson coupling constants are taken from the older
Bonn OBE model [87]. rather than from the more recent CD-Bonn interaction [2 ]
{gp/4n = 0.81 and

kp

= 6.1). This uncertainty has in fact essentially no impact on

the results reported in the present work for two reasons. Firstly, the contribution
from pA currents, as already mentioned above, is very small. Secondly, the com
plete two-body axial current model, including th e currents due to A-excitation
discussed below, is constrained to reproduce the Gamow-Teller m atrix element
in tritium J-decay by appropriately tuning the value of the iVA-transition axial
coupling g'A. Hence changes in gp and kp only require a slight readjustament of
the g*A value.

4.2.4

T w o -B od y W eak A xial C harge Operators

The model for the two-body weak axial charge operators adopted here includes
a term of pion-range as well as short-range term s associated with scalar- and
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vector-meson exchanges [8 8 ]. The experimental evidence for the presence of these
two-bodv axial charge mechanisms rests on studies of 0 + ^ 0 “ weak transitions,
such as the processes l6 N( 0 _ .120 keV)—►
16O ( 0 + ) and 16O(0+ )-f/x~—>l6N(0~.120
keV)-fi/;i. and first-forbidden d-decavs in the lead region [89]. Shell-model cal
culations of these transitions suggest that the effective axial charge coupling of
a bound nucleon may be enhanced bv roughly a factor of two over its free nu
cleon value. There are rath er strong indications that such an enhancement can
be explained by two-body axial charge contributions [88 ].
The pion-range operator is taken as
p ' ; , ( k „ k J ; 7r A ) = - i - Q

4f v

(T . :< T , ) ±

+ (* ^

Ki + m v

J) •

( 145)

where / T is the pion decay constant ( / T ~93 MeV). k, is the momentum transfer
to nucleon i. and f K(k) is the monopole form factor given by Eq. (71) with A„.=4.8
fm~l. The structiue and overall strength of this operator are determined by soft
pion theorem and current algebra arguments [90, 91], and should therefore be
viewed as "model independent” . It can also be derived, however, by considering
nucleon-antinucleon pair contributions with pseudoscalar n N coupling.
The short-range axial charge operators can be obtained in a "modelindependent” way. consistently with the N N interaction model. The procedure
is described in Ref. [88 ]. and is similar to the Riska-prescription used to derive
the "model-independent” electromagnetic currents. Here we consider the charge
operators associated only w ith the central and spin-orbit components of the inter
action, since they are expected to give the largest contributions, after the p(2'(ttA)
operator above. This expectation is in fact confirmed in the present study. The
momentum-space expressions are given by
p!?(k ,. M A ) =

pt(f ( k i .

ky.

vA) =
-

[T. ± v *{k}) + T] :i. v*T{h3)\

[ri,± V v{kj) +

i T ^ i T i x Tj)±

T j^ v^ ik j)]

P , + (i ^ j ) .

(146)

[tr* • P , + i (<r, x <r,) • k,J

v ^ ik j) o-i-ki +

i i ^

j) .
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where P ; = p* + p '. and
v a(k) = 47r / dr r2 jo(kr) v a(r) ,
Jo

(148)

with a = s, sr. v. and v r. The following definitions have been introduced
1

^s(r)

=

dr' r’

4 l’C(r ) + " T " /

1

dr' r' v»(r>) _ !,«>(,.')

u v(r ) =

(149)

where vc(r), vb(r) and i,66(r) are the isospin-independent central, spin-orbit, and
(L-S)~ components of the AV14 or AV18 interactions, respectively. The definitions
for FST(r) and F VT(r) can be obtained from those above, by replacing the isospinindependent vc(r). vb(r) and i,W)(r) with the isospin-dependent ^ ( r ) , i,bT(r) and
t,6frr(r )

4.2.5

W eak A -C ontributions

In thisSubsection we review the weak current and charge operators associated
of A isobars. A discussion of the TCO method used to include

with excitation

explicitly A-isobar degrees of freedom in the wave functions has been given in
Subsection 4.1.5.
The axial current and charge operators associated with excitation of A isobars
are modeled as
jSl)(q ;;V -+ A ,A )

=

j,(1)( q ; A - A, A) =

- g \ T ,± S* eiq r' .

(150)

—gA ©,.± £ ; eiq r‘ .

(151)

7 U S, ■p. e * '■

(152)

and
pi 1| ( q ;; V - .A .A ) = p‘" ( q : A - A. A) =
where

—

m

0i .± S , - {P i. eiq r'} .

I rriA

m&is the A-isobar mass, £ ( 0 )

(153)

is the Pauli operator for the A spin

3/2 (isospin 3/2), and Tt ± and ©,.± are defined in analogy to Eq. (134). The
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expression for j[l)(q ;A —» N. A) (p[l)(q ;A —» N . A ) ) is obtained from that for
j) l)(q; iV —> A, A) ( p j^ q ; N —> A, A)) by Hermitian conjugation and replacing q
with —q.
The coupling constants gA and gA are not well known. In the quark-model,
they are related to the axial coupling constant of the nucleon bv the relations q\ =
(6 \/2 /5 )g_\ and gA = (1 /5 )gA. These values have often been used in the literature
in the calculation of A-induced axial current contributions to weak transitions.
However, given the uncertainties inherent to quark-model predictions, a more
reliable estimate for gA is obtained by determining its value phenomenologicallv
to reproduce the measured Gamow-Teller matrix element in tritium J-decav [12].
This procedure is discussed in Chapter 7.
The N —►A and A —*• A weak vector currents are modeled, consistently with
the CVC hypothesis, as

where p* =

j | l)( q ; i V - A . V )

=

—i — r,.± q x S, eiqr' .
m

(154)

j ‘,|(q:A - d . V )

-

- A

(155)

12 m

0 ,iq x S ie " .

= 3 n.m. and Ji = p7a a = 4.35 n.m.. as given in Section 4.1.6.
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Chapter 5
Trinucleon Form Factors
In the previous Chapters, we have described models for the nuclear Hamiltonian,
practical computational methods for the accurate numerical calculation of wave
functions, and models for the electroweak current and charge operators. A thor
ough testing of these models can be performed studying observables for which
experimental results are available. Electron-scattering, in particular, provides an
excellent tool for probing the electromagnetic structure of nuclei over a wide range
of momentum transfer.
In this Chapter, we present results for the trinucleon elastic form factors,
magnetic moments and magnetic and charge radii. These observables are defined
in Section 5.1. while the Monte Carlo technique used to calculate them is reviewed
in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3 we discuss our results, comparing them with
the available experimental data.

5.1

Electron-Scattering from Nuclei

In the one-photon-exchange approximation the electron-scattering cross section
involving a transition from an initial nuclear state | Jt) of spin J, and rest mass
m.i to a final nuclear state |J /) of spin Jf, rest mass m / and recoiling energy Ef

55
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can be expressed in the laboratory frame as [1. 52. 92. 93]
d t7

dn

-i
L'LFL{q) + VrFf{q)
Anaxi ^rec

(156)

where

° X{ =
=

vl

uT =

( c*cos0 /2 \ 2
V2 e, sin'"0 /2 ) '

(15,)

( p )2•

<158>

6
QZ
ta n -- + ^ .

(159)

•>

and the recoil factor / rec is given by
e r — €i cos 6
2 e;
Q
/ rec = 1 + —— -------- ~ H ----- s u r - .
/Tij
2

(160)

The electron kinematical variables are defined in Fig. 10. 9 is the angle between
k, and k,. and

is defined in Eq. (60). The last expression for / rec in Eq. (160)

S..K

uj,q
1

FIG. 10 : Elastic scattering in one-photon exchange approximation. Solid, thicksolid and wavy lines denote respectively electrons, hadrons and photons.
is obtained by neglecting terms of order (us/mi )2 and higher, where
uj
m ,

2

.

0

_ q j l Jr m j -

2

2 mf

2

mf

-
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The nuclear structure information is contained in the longitudinal and transverse
form factors denoted, respectively, by Fi(q) and FT (q). By fixing q and u; and
varying 0. it is possible to separate Fi{q) from FT(q) in a procedure known as
a Rosenbluth separation. Alternatively, by working at 0=180° one ensures that
only the transverse form factor contributes to the cross section and so may be
isolated (in this case, we observe that the combination a\i tan 2 0 /2 —►( a / 2 e,)2 as
0 —* 180°, and is therefore finite in this limit).

The longitudinal and transverse form factors are expressed in terms of reduced
m atrix elements of Coulomb (C). transverse electric (£ ’). and transverse magnetic
(M) multipole operators as [1. 52. 92. 93]
(162)
(163)
where we have defined
CjAi(q)

=

J

Ej.u{q)

=

- f d x j V x j ^ g i J Y j ^ x ) ] -j(x)

(165)

Mjxr{q)

=

J d x j j ( q x ) Y j Jl l( x ) - } ( x ) .

(166)

dxjj(qx)Yju(x)p(x) .

q J

(164)

with
(167)
-V/l.M
e 0 = e-, and e±j = 4=(ex ± iev) / 1/ 2 . Here p(x) and j(x ) are the nuclear charge
and current density operators, and j j { q x ) are spherical Bessel functions. The
reduced m atrix elements in Eqs. (162)—(163) are related to the matrix elements
of the Fourier transforms p(q) and j(q ), introduced in Chapter 4. via [1. 52]:
X

(JfMflpiqMM,)

=

4 tt£

J

Y . iJyM ^ )

J= 0 \[ = —J

(168)
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<*,)

7 = 1 \ [ = —J

(JtM l. J M \ J f Mf)
\ J-J! + 1
x

,\<.// |!,voto!!|./,> + (.//!|£ J ('rtll-/,)

(169)

where A = ±1. e > ( q ) are the spherical components of the virtual photon transverse
polarization vector, and the V { XI are standard rotation matrices [93. 94]. The
expressions above correspond to the virtual photon being absorbed at an angle
0q. Oq with respect to the quantization axis of the nuclear spins, the i-axis. They
can be obtained expressing the states quantized along i as linear combinations of
those quantized along q:
| J J :)t = Y . Dj ' j A-OqJq. Oq) | / / ' ) * .

(170)

7'

The more familiar expressions for the multipole expansion of the charge and
current matrix elements are recovered by taking q along the :-axis, so that
V7.u(q) — 6.U.0 V 2 J + l/y/AK and V Jx st{ - o q.Bq, o q) — SXM.
It is useful to consider the parity and time-reversal properties of the multipole
operators [1. 52]. The scalar and polar vector character of. respectively, the charge
and current density operators under parity transformations implies that C j m and
E j u have parity ( —1 )J . whileM jxi has parity (—l ) l/+1. The resulting selection
rules are 7r,7T/ = ( —l ) J (tt,Kf = (—l) 7+l) for Coulomb and transverse electric
(magnetic) transitions, where nt and 7T/ are the parities of the initial and final
states.
The Hermitian character of the operators p(x) and j(x ) as well as their trans
formation properties under time-reversal. p(x) —*• p(x) and j(x ) —►- j( x ) . can be
shown to lead to the following relations:
{Jf\\Cj(q)\\Ji) =
(JtW Ej/M M U ) =

(- l ) ^ - * < 7 (|(CH«)||7,) •

(171)

( - l ) J/ +J- ''+‘M I|£ J/ V J(,)||y / ) .

(172)

These relations along with the parity selection rules stated above require, in par
ticular, that elastic transitions, for which J / —J,, can only be induced by ev en -/
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Coulomb and odd- J magnetic multipole operators.
In the case of elastic scattering from the :iH and 3He nuclei, for which J, =
J f = 1/2. the only contributing multipoles are C 0 and A/t , and from Eqs. (162)
and (163), we obtain:

ff( ? )

=

\ I <V o l | l > I2 .

(173)

=

J I(1 ||A /|||1 > I 2 ■

(174)

From Eqs. (168) and (169), we have that
1 <5l|Co|l5 ) |2

I <|l|AA!l|> I"

= h

I2 •

(175)

= 1 | (<»tUr (?z)|<t_) |2 .

(176)

1

where we have set q along the spin-quantization axis (the c-axis). '&+/_ denote
the normalized trinucleon wave functions with total angular momentum projection
■Jz = ± 1/ 2 . respectively, and j :r(qz) is the x-component of the current operator.
Finally it can be shown [1 . 93] that, for q —* 0
( jl l O M I l l )

-

■

(177)
■

(178)

where \i is the trinucleon magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons. Therefore we
obtain for q —* 0
Ft. (?)

-

/=

FT{q)

~

7 5 ? ^ ■

■

(179)

(180)

The magnetic and charge form factors are then defined as
Fc(q)

=

■

FM(q)

= V2iv— FT(q) ,
qfi
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so that FC/\[(q = 0 ) = 1. From Eqs. (173)-(176). (181) and (182), we obtain that
9 777 1

= 1\ M q z ) | tf_) .
fj. q

(183)

-

F M

Fc(q) =

Ip(?z) I ’&+> •

(184)

The charge and magnetic radii {r2
c ) and (r~u ) are finally defined by the relation
IT

i

\

~ 1

92(rC/A/)
b

, 10e\

Ec/xiiq) - 1 -------- «----- •

(185)

which can be easily obtained from the the definitions ofthe form
limit q —►0 ,keeping the leading and next-to-leading order term

factors in the
in the expansion

of the Bessel functions in Eqs. (164) (166). The charge and magnetic radii as
defined above are proportional to the "slopes” of the form factors at q2 = 0 .

5.2

Calculation Details

The m atrix elements of the charge and current operators of Eqs. (183) and (184)
are evaluated, without any approximation, by Monte Carlo integration based on
the Metropolis et al. algorithm [95]. We describe here the main steps of the
method. For more details see Refs. [67, 73. 76]. A proof of the Metropolis algo
rithm is given in Ref. [93]. We proceed as follows: (i) from a given starting spatial
configuration of the three nucleons Ro = ( r 1. r 2. r 3 ). we generate randomly the
configuration R/ = (r^. r'2, r(,). (ii) The probability density W(R) for any given R
is defined as
W ^R) * i ( ( # t ( R ) # _ ( R » + < < ( R ) ¥ +( R » ) .

(186)

where the notation (• • •) implies sums over the spin-isospin states of the wave
functions <F±. (iii) We calculate the ratio
W(R')
r = W (R ^'

(187)

and generate a random number a between 0 and 1. If a < r, then R' is ac
cepted. otherwise is rejected, (iv) The procedure is repeated N times and the
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accepted spatial configurations are stored, (v) For each of them, the state vectors
j x{qz) | '&_) and p{qz) | 'F+) are calculated, by performing exactly the spin-isospin
algebra, as described in Refs. [67. 73. 76]. The momentum-dependent terms in
j x(qz) and p(qz) are calculated numerically; for example
V it0 «&(R) =

+ <h.Q) - 'F(R - dt.Q)j .

(188)

where St%a is a small increment in the r i-Q component of R . (vi) The spatial integral
is then given by (for j x (qz), as an example)

/

d r { dr2 dr:i 'I'Un r 2 r3) j x(qz)lJ_{rl r> r3) ~

1 ;V
1
^ E ^ ( ^ j ( H ( R p ) ; x ( 9 z ) 'f '- ( R p ) ) •

(189)

where the spin-isospin dependence is understood.
The statistical error is proportional to 1/ \ f N . Typically,in the trinucleon form
factor calculation reported here. 400.000 configurations are enough to achieve a
relative error of a few % at low and moderate values of momentum transfer q (q <
5 fm_ l). increasing to ~30% at the highest q-values.
The evaluation of the matrix element of Eq. (183) when also A-isobar degrees
of freedom are considered, is more complicated. In this case, it is convenient to
expand the full wave function vI'iv+A.J_- as
+ E Uu RvJr'- + • • • •
i<J

(19°)

and write, in a schematic notation:
( ^ a . / U I ^ . v + a , ) = ( $ / \ j { N only) |

+ <*/ | j ( A ) | tft) .

(191)

where j ( N only) denotes all one- and two-body contributions to j(q) which only
involve nucleon degrees of freedom, i.e.. j ( N only) =
NN).

—►N) + j^2\ N N —►

The operator j ( A) includes terms involving the A-isobar degrees of

freedom, associated with the explicit A currents j ^ { N

A), j w (A —* A).

j ( 2)(iViV ^ iVA). and with the transition operators Uj T introduced in Subsec
tion 4.1.5. The operator j ( A) is illustrated diagrammatically in Figs. 11 and 12.
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The terms (a)-(g) in Fig. 11 and (a)-(f) in Fig. 12 are two-body current oper
ators. The terms (g)-(l) in Fig. 12 are three-body current operators, while the
terms (f) and (h)-(j) in Fig. 11 are to be interpreted as renormalization correc
tions to the "nucleonic" m atrix elements ('F/ | j ( Nonl y) | 'I',), due to the presence
of A-admixtures in the wave functions.

r

U
.

t

~ .r

FIG. 11 : Diagrammatic representation of operators included in j ( A) due to onebody currents j {l){N —►A). / 1){A —» A), etc.. transition correlations C/'VA.
f /AA. and corresponding Hermitian conjugates. Wavy. thin, thick, dashed and
cross-dashed lines denote photons, nucleons. A-isobars and transition correlations
UBB and U BB . respectively.
There are. however, additional, connected three-body terms in j(A ) th at are
neglected in the present work. A number of these are illustrated in Fig. 13. Their
contribution is expected to be significantly smaller than that from the terms in
Figs. 11 and 12 involving transition correlations between two particles only, of the
type UBB UBB . but comparable to that from the three-body terms in Fig. 12
having UBB UBkB . These have been foimd to be very small.
The terms in Fig. 11 are expanded as operators acting on the nucleons' co
ordinates.

For example, the terms (a) and (e) in Fig. 11 have the structure,

respectively,

(a) =

AN

ij
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:L

FIG. 12: Diagrammatic representation of operators included in j ( A ) due to twobocly currents j ^ ( N N —* N A ) , j (2\ N N —* A N ) , etc.. transition correlations
(7;VA. UAA. and corresponding Hermitian conjugates. Wavy. thin, thick, dashed
and cross-dashed lines denote photons, nucleons. A-iso bars and transition correlations U BB and UBB . respectively.

(e)

=

(193)

which can be reduced to operators involving only Pauli spin and isospin matrices
by using the identities
Sf • A S - B
Sf • A E • B S • C

w
=

=

? A -B -V (A x B ).
O

^ i A • (B x C ) —
O
tj

(194)

•A B •C

—^ A • B C • <r 4- ^ A • (B • <r)C .
u
O

(195)

where A. B and C are vector operators th at commute with a , but not necessarily
among themselves.
While the terms in Fig. 12 could have been reduced in precisely the same
way. the resulting expressionsin terms of <r and r Pauli matrices become too
cumbersome.

Thus, for these it was found to be more convenient to retain the

explicit representation of S (S'1’) as a 4 x 2 (2 x 4) matrix
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1
1

■- x - 4

H

...

(u)

•••

i

(bl

icl

FIG. 13: Diagrams associated with connected three-bodv terms, which are ne
glected in the present work. Wavy. thin, thick, dashed, cross-dashed and dotted
lines denote photons, nucleons. A-isobars. transition correlations UBB and UBB .
and the two-bodv current j^2)( N N —*• N N ) , respectively.

(
S =

-e_
NV 3e°
"73®+
0

|e 0
—e

/

where e± = T (x ± i y ) / \ / 2 . eo = z. and e* = ( —)^e_^ and derive the result
of terms such as (a)-f(c)+(e)=U;*[s i j \ f \ N N —►N A ) on the state |^ ) by first
operating with j ^ and then with

The Monte Carlo evaluation of the

m atrix element is then performed with methods similar to those described above.
We finally note that perturbation theory (PT) estimates of the A-isobar ex
citation currents in photo- and electro-nuclear observables typically include only
the contribution from single N ^ A transitions (namely diagrams (a) and (b)
in Fig. 11) and ignore the change in the wave function normalization. In par
ticular. the PT expressions for the three-body terms in Fig. 12. diagrams (g)-(l)
along with those in which the first and third legs are exchanged, can easily be
shown to satisfy current conservation with the Fujita-Miyazawa two-pion exchange
three-nucleon interaction (2ttTNI) [37] described in Chapter 2. which provides the
‘‘long-range" component of the three-nucleon interaction.
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Results

In this Section we present results for the magnetic moments, charge and magnetic
form factors and radii of 3H and 3He. In Subsection 5.3.1 we present the results
obtained when only the nucleonic degrees of freedom are considered, while in
Subsection 5.3.2 we present the results obtained by including also the A-isobar
degrees of freedom. The nuclear ground states are described by the PHH wave
functions obtained from the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model. A discussion of the
electromagnetic current and charge operators has been given in Chapter 4.

5.3.1

N ucleons Only

We present here our results for the magnetic and charge form factors when purely
nucleonic wave functions are used.

The M agnetic Form Factors
The current operator includes, in addition to the one-body current in Eq. (54).
the model-independent (MI) two-body currents PS. V. SO. LL and S02. ob
tained from the charge-independent part of the AVI8 interaction, the modeldependent (MD) /97T7 and

uj-k j

two-bodv currents, and finally the local terms of

the 7nrs three-body current associated with the S-wave two-pion exchange threenucleon interaction of Eq. (93). Because of destructive interference between the
S- and D-state components of the wave function, the one-body predictions for
the 3H and 3He magnetic form factors (MFF) have distinct minima at around
~3.5 fm~l and ~2.5 fm_1, respectively, in disagreement with the experimental
d ata [96. 97. 98. 99. 100. 101. 102. 103. 104. 105], as shown in Fig. 14. Inclusion
of the contributions from the two- and

tttts

three-body currents shifts the zeros

in the calculated M FF to higher <7-values. While the experimental 3H MFF is
in good agreement with theory over a wide range of momentum transfers, there
is a significant discrepancy between the measured and calculated values of the
3He M FF in the region of the first diffraction minimum. As pointed out already
in Chapter 4, this calculation is affected by the rather poor knowledge of the
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neutron electromagnetic form factors. In Fig. 14 we show also the results ob
tained with the Gari-Kriimpelmann (GK) parametrization [106] of the nucleon
electromagnetic form factors, to check whether this discrepancy between theory
and experiment persists when different parametrizations of the nucleon electro
magnetic form factors are used. No improvement in describing the experimental
results has been found. To fully investigate this aspect, however, the most recent
results for the nucleon (in particular proton) electromagnetic form factors [107]
should be considered.
to1

10

10

t
TOT-Ntcn
rOT-N|GIQ

3

-4

10

Qjfni )

qMifm )

FIG. 14: The magnetic form factors of 3H and 3He. obtained with single-nucleon
currents (1-N). and with inclusion of two-nucleon current ((l+2)-N ) and nirs
three-nucleon (TOT-N(D)) current contributions, are compared with data (shaded
area) from Amroun et al. [105]. Theoretical results correspond to the AV18/UIX
PHH wave functions, and employ the dipole parametrization (including the Galster factor for G e {q%)) for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors. Note that
the Sachs form factor G^(q^) is used in the model-independent isovector two-body
currents obtained from the charge-independent part of the AV18 interaction. Also
shown are the total results corresponding to the Gari-Kriimpelmann parametriza
tion [106] of the nucleon electromagnetic form factor (TOT-N(GK)).
To have a better insight into the electromagnetic current operator and the
structure of the three-nucleon systems, it is useful to define the quantities
1

(?) =

? [M 3H e ) f \/( ? ; 3He)

±

r f 3U)Fu (r, 3H)]
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where /i( 3He) and /j( 3H) are the magnetic moments of 3He and 3H respectively.
In fact, if the 3H and 3He ground states were pure T = 1/2 states, then the
and Fti linear combinations of the three-nucleon MFF would be only influenced
by, respectively, the isoscalar (S ) and isovector (V) parts of the current operator.
For example, the one-body current has the isospin structure
j l l) = j f + j l Fz ■

(197)

From Eq. (196). using the definition of Eq. (183). we obtain
*w(9)

*

(£ jf> •
I

( 198)

d ,(? )

*

(££)■
I

(W9)

in a schematic notation. However, the 3H and 3He ground states are not pure
T = 1/2 states: in fact, the electromagnetic and isospin-svmmetry breaking terms
present in the AV18 interaction, generate small isospin admixtures with T >1/2.
As a consequence, purely isoscalar (isovector) current operators give small, oth
erwise vanishing, contributions to the F j/ (F f/) MFF.
Among the two- and three-body current operators described in Chapter 4. the
PS. V. u.'TT'y and

ttt.?

currents are purely isovector, while pvry is purely isoscalar.

As already pointed out in Section 4.1.2. the momentum-dependent currents SO.
LL, S 02 have both isoscalar and isovector terms. The one-body current has also,
as already discussed, both isoscalar and isovector components.
The contributions of the individual components of the two- and three-nucleon
( tttts term) currents to the Ffr and F^f combinations are shown in Fig. 15. In the
diffraction region the PS isovector current gives the dominant contribution to Fjy.
while the contributions from remaining currents are about one order of magnitude
or more smaller. The

tttts

current is foimd to give a very small correction.

Among the two-body contributions to F’(/. the most important is that due
to the SO currents, the remaining operators producing a very' small correction.
Note th at the isovector PS and V currents contribute to F (/ because of the small
isospin-symmetry breaking components present in the 3H and 3He wave functions
induced by the AV18 model, as mentioned earlier.
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S 02*ILH

coifin'*

q^'fm'■

FIG. 15: Individual contributions to the F u ( ^ ) and Fu(<7M) combinations.
Eq. (196). of the 3H and 3He magnetic form factors, obtained with the dipole
param etrization of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors. The sign of each con
tribution is given in parenthesis. Note that, because of isospin-symmetry breaking
components present in the 3H and 3He wave functions, the purely isovector PS. V
and tttts currents (purely isoscalar p7T7 current) give non vanishing contributions
to the Ff) (<?*,) (Fh(q^)) combination. However as the nns {p^l) contribution is
very small, is not shown.

Finally, the cumulative contributions to the F f t and F \ { combinations are
compared with the experimental data [105] in Fig. 16. The isoscalar form factor
Ff[{q) is rather poorly known, especially at higher (/-values. Some discrepancies
are present between the full calculation (curve labelled TOT-N) and the experi
mental results at moderate q-values. For the isovector form factor F ^ . the zero
is calculated to occur at lower (/-value than experimentally observed. As shown
in the next Section, this discrepancy between theory and experiment remains un
resolved even when A-isobar degrees of freedom are included in both the nuclear
wave functions and currents.
Predictions for the magnetic moments are given in Tables VII and VIII. while
those for the magnetic radii are listed in Table DC. These results are discussed in
Subsection 5.3.2.
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FIG. 16: The F^(q^) and F ^ (q^ ) combinations of the 3H and 3He magnetic form
factors, obtained with single-nucleon currents (1-N), and with inclusion of twonucleon current ((l4-2)-N) and tttts three-nucleon current (TOT-N) contributions,
are compared with data (shaded area) from Amroun et al. [105]. The dipole
parametrization is used for the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

The Charge Form Factors
The charge operator includes, in addition to the one-bodv term of Eq. (55). the
PS. V. a/, p 7T7 and

two-body operators, discussed in Chapter 4. The calcu

lated 3H and 3He charge form factors (CFF) are compared with the experimental
data [96. 97. 98. 99, 100, 101 . 102 . 103, 104, 105] in Fig. 17.

There is excel

lent agreement between theory and experiment, as is clear from this figure. The
important role of the two-bodv contributions above 3 fm -1 is also evident. The
remarkable success of the present picture based on non-reiativistic wave func
tions and a charge operator including the leading relativistic corrections should
be stressed. It suggests, in particular, that the present model for the two-body
charge operator is better than one a priori should expect. These operators, such
as the PS charge operator, fall into the class of relativistic corrections. Thus,
evaluating their m atrix elements with non-relativistic wave functions represents
only the first approximation to a systematic reduction. A consistent treatment
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FIG. 17: T he charge form factors of 3H and 3He. obtained with a singie-nucleon
charge operator ( 1-N) and with inclusion of two-nucleon charge operator contribu
tions (TOT-N). are compared with data (shaded area) from Amroun et al. [105].
Note that the 1-N results also include the Darwin-Foldv and spin-orbit correc
tions. Theoretical results correspond to the AV18/UIX PHH wave functions, and
employ the dipole parametrization of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors.

of these relativistic effects would require, for example, inclusion of the boost cor
rections on the nuclear wave functions [71. 72. 108]. Yet. the excellent agreement
between the calculated and measured CFF suggests that these corrections may
be negligible in the (/-range explored so far.
For completeness, we show in Fig. 18 the contributions from the individual
components of the charge operator to the isoscalar (5) and isovector (V') form
factors, defined, similarly to Eq. (196), as
f i ' VM = | [2 Fc(q ;3 He) ± Fc (q?

H)j .

(200 )

Similar observations to the ones made for F\[ V{q) are valid also for F<fv ((/). We
note that th e PS, V and uj charge operators contain both isoscalar and isovector
components, see Eqs. (100)-(102), while the unr~f and fm~) charge operators are.
respectively, purely isovector and isoscalar.
Finally, values for the charge radii of 3H and 3He are listed in Table VI. The
results including the contributions associated with the two-body charge operators
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FIG. 18: Individual contributions to the F^iq^) and
combinations.
Eq. (200), of the 3H and 3He charge form factors, obtained with the dipole
parametrization of the nucleon electromagnetic form factors. The sign of each
combination is given in parenthesis. Note that, because of isospin-symmetry
breaking components present in the 3H and 3He wave functions, the purely isovec
tor u;7T7 (isoscalar pyry) charge operator gives a non vanishing contribution to the
( ^ c ( 9m)) combination.

are found to be in excellent agreement with experimental data.

5.3.2

Nucleons and A ’s

The 3H and 3He magnetic form factors obtained bv including nucleon and Aisobar degrees of freedom in the nuclear wave functions and currents are shown in
Fig. 19: individual contributions to the combinations F y and

are displayed

in Fig. 20. Finally, individual and cumulative contributions to the magnetic mo
ments and cumulative contributions to the magnetic radii of the trinucleons are
listed in Tables VII, V III and IX. respectively. Note that in Fig. 20 and Ta
ble VII the contributions labelled l-A and 2-A are associated with the diagrams
in Figs. 11 and 12. respectively Also note th at the individual nucleonic and Aisobar contributions in Fig. 20 and Table VII are normalized as, in a schematic
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TABLE VI: Cumulative and normalized contributions to the 3H and 3He r.m.s.
charge radii, in fm, compared with the experimental data.

1-N
TO T
expt.

:1H
1.711
1.725
1.755±0.086

3He

1.919
1.928
1.959±0.030

notation.

t °i =

■

(2oi>

However, the cumulative contributions in Fig. 19 and Table VIII and IX are
normalized as
fm ™

*n

(^U '(iV onlv)hl')

IT 0 T - N 1 =

■

1202)

when "nucleons only" terms are retained, and as
(T O T -(N + A)] = I " " ' * ' 7 ,A ) I *"v>a> .
I^.V+a )

(203)

when, in addition, the A terms are included. This last expression takes into ac
count the change in wave function normalization induced when the A-admixtures
are included.
The MFF of 3H and 3He, when the full model for the current operator is used
(curves labelled TO T-(N -fA )) are in rather good agreement with experiment up
to q-values of a; 4 fm -1 and ~ 3 fm-1. respectively. The discrepancy between
theory and experiment, especially in the 3He MFF first diffraction region, remains
unsolved. In fact, the A-contributions have been found to be rather small, as can
be seen in Fig. 19 comparing the curves labelled TOT-N and TOT-(N-fA), and
in Fig. 20, comparing the 1-N with the l-A and 2-A contributions. This is in
contrast with earlier studies [109], where it was suggested th at the inclusion of
A-isobar degrees of freedom could reproduce the experimental d a ta in the region
of the first zero. In fact, the 2-A contribution obtained in th at study [109] had
the wrong sign (opposite to that obtained here).
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FIG. 19: The magnetic form factors of 3H and 3He. obtained with single-nucleon
currents (1-N), and with inclusion of two- and three-nucleon current (TOT-N)
and A (TOT-(N-t-A)) contributions.

The predicted magnetic moments of the trinucleons are within less than 1% of
the experimental values. The predominantly isovector A-isobar contributions lead
to an increase (in magnitude) of the 3H and 3He magnetic moments calculated
with nucleons only degrees of freedom of, respectively, 1.1% and 1.7%. We note
that perturbation theory estimates of the A-isobar contributions are found to be
significantly larger than obtained here [67].
The predicted magnetic radii of 3H and 3He are. respectively. 2% and 3%
smaller than the experimental values, but still within experimental errors. Inclu
sion of the contributions due to two- and three-body exchange currents leads to
a decrease of the 3H and 3He magnetic radii by. respectively. 5% and 6 %.
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FIG. 20 : The single-nucleon contribution to the F^ iq^) and Fh(q^) combination
of the 3H and 3He magnetic form factors is compared with the L-A and 2-A
contributions, associated respectively with diagrams of Fig. LI and L2.

TABLE VII: Individual contributions from the different components of the nuclear
electromagnetic current operator to the ;iH and 3He magnetic moments and their
Us and n y combinations, in nuclear magnetons (n.m.). Note that, because of
isospin-symmetry breaking components present in the PHH 3H and 3He wave
functions, purely isoscalar (isovector) currents give non vanishing contributions
to the fly (fis) combination. The contributions to fj.s due to the 7r 7r5 and 2-A
currents and those to fiy due to the S02+LL currents are very small and are not
listed.

1-N
PS
V
SO
S 02+ L L
pn-f+uJTT-/
TTTTs
L-A
2-A

M 3h )
2.571
0.274
0.046
0.057
-0.005
0.016
0.002

0.084
0.024

-1.757
-0.269
-0.044
0.010

-0.006
-0.009
- 0.002
-0.064
-0.024

Ms

Mv

0.407

2.164
0.271
0.045
0.023

0.002
0.001

0.033
-0.005
0.003
0.010

0.012
0.002

0.074
0.024
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TABLE VIII: Cumulative ancl normalized contributions to the 3H and 3He mag
netic moments and their (is and (iv combinations, in nuclear magnetons (n.m.).
compared with the experimental data.

1-N
TOT-N
T O T -N + 1-A
TOT-(N-fA)
expt.

2.571
2.961
2.971
2.994
2.979

M 3He)
-1.757
-2.077
-2.089
- 2.112
-2.127

(is
0.407
0.442
0.441
0.441
0.426

(lV
2.164
2.519
2.530
2.553
2.553

TABLE IX: Cumulative and normalized contributions to the 3H and 3He r m.s.
magnetic radii, in fm. compared with the experimental data.

l-N
TOT-N
T O T -N + l-A
TO T-(N +A )
expt.

3H
1.895
1.810
1.804
1.800
1.840±0.181

3He

2.040
1.925
1.916
1.909
1.965±0.153
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Chapter 6
The 3He Threshold
Electrodisintegration
Radiative capture, photodisintegration and electrodisintegration reactions are
other useful tools for exploring the structure of nuclei and their electromagnetic
responses, besides elastic electron-scattering. In the particular case of the threenucleon systems, there is a large body of experimental results for pd radiative
fusion and 3He photodisintegration and electrodisintegration at threshold. For
the 3He electrodisintegration reaction, however, the data are still quite uncertain.
A systematic study of these processes using AV18/UIX PHH wave functions and
including one- and two-body components in the model of the electromagnetic
transition operators, has been performed in Ref. [15].
In this Chapter we limit our discussion to the 3He threshold electrodisintegra
tion reaction. In Section 6.1 we define the observables of interest for the reaction
3He(e. e')pd at threshold. In Section 6.2 we list the terms included in the elec

tromagnetic current and charge operators and describe some calculation details.
Finally in Section 6.3 we present and discuss our results.
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The 3He(e, e ' ) p d Reaction at Threshold

The inclusive cross section for polarized electron scattering from a polarized spin
1/2 target can be w ritten as [15. 110]
rPrr
= E{q.uj) 4- h A(q.u!) .
dTidjj
E(q.aj) = cr\i[vLR L(q.aj) +
N(q.aj) =

(204)
^-)] .

R lT’(q^ ' ) sin#* coso* + i 't ’R t '(Q- uj) cos^*] .

(205)
(206)

where er.v/ is the M ott cross section defined in Eq. (157). the coefficients ua are
functions of the electron kinematic variables, h = ± 1 is the helicitv of the incident
electron, and the angles 6* and

specify the direction of the target polarization

with respect to q, see Fig. 21.

/ Polarization axis

a), q

FIG. 21: Kinematic and coordinate system for scattering of polarized electrons
from a polarized target.
The kinematic functions vi and tv are defined in Eqs. (158) and (159). while
vu> and uj> are given by
(207)
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(208)

The response functions Ra contain the nuclear structure information. They are
defined in terms of the nuclear charge and current operators p( q) and j(q) as:
Rl

= £ | ( / I P l q j l ^ a ) I" •

(209)

/

Rt
r lt

= H K / l j ( q ) l ^ 3) l 2 /

(210 )

=

(211 )
A

Rt

/

= EE[A|(/|Xx(q)|^3.^)|-] •
A /

where

(212)

is the initial 3He bound state wave function with spin projection cr;l.

and A = ± 1 denote the spherical components of the current operator. We note
that the sum over the three-nucleon final states |/) is in fact restricted to include
only the pd continuum, since the excitation energies of interest here are below the
threshold for the three-body breakup. Finally, note that the unpolarized cross
section is obtained from Eq. (204). summing over the electron helicities. The
longitudinal-transverse and transverse-transverse asymmetries A lt ' and A t 1 are
related to the functions va and Ra via the relations:
A lt '(q
.

t_..\

A r ’iq.*')

=

vlt ' R lt '{q.^ ’)
vlR l (q^

) + L't R t (Q-^)

VT'Rv {q.aj)

— — 5 -7 -----—----- — ----- r .
l’l R l {Q-^) + l’t R t w

(213)

To obtain explicit expressions for the response functions R a in terms of the
reduced m atrix elements of Coulomb (C), transverse electric (E) and transverse
magnetic (A/) multipole operators, already defined in Eqs. (164)-(166). we first
introduce the electromagnetic transition amplitudes between the initial 3He bound
state and the final pd continuum state having proton and deuteron with relative
momentum p and spin projections, respectively, cro and a. These transition am
plitudes are given by
Paa2a3( P, q) =
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(215)

where q is the momentum transfer and e,\(q). A = ±1. are the transverse polariza
tions of the virtual photon. The wave function

with ingoing-wave boundary

condition is expanded as
£
SS_.

where the

iL

.

< S S , .

(216)

LL. .JJ;

-

1 are related
t u a i c u to
i u the
l u c 'I'ff./'7
'*[+2 -' introduced in Section 3.2 via

1+2

TT; L S J J z ( ~

)

_ letL ^ 2 Ti , : Dj
= e~iffL
£ [l + i

.

(217)

L’S ’

Here RJ is the R -m atrix in channel J and er/. is the Coulomb phase shift, given
by
a i =arg[T(L + 1 + i^)j .

(218)

with r] defined as
2a
q = — .

(219

t ’r e l

q being the fine structure constant and crei the pd relative velocity. Introducing
the expansion of Eqs. (216) and (217) into the matrix elements of Eqs. (214)—(215).
one finds:
J L „ ( p.q ) = Jir

£

( - I t q k l* ,|S S ,)< S S s, L L . \ J J , ) Y u . » ) j & W

.

L LzSS.JJ-

( 220 )

J 'ifitq ) =

and similar expressions hold for

'j(q )l* x ^ >

•

(221)

the p ^ ^ p . q) amplitudes. When q is taken

along the c-axis. i.e. the spin-quantization axis, standard techniques [93] lead to
the following expansions for the amplitudes p j 5^ ( q ) and jjfxa^{q) in terms of
reduced matrix elements of Coulomb, transverse electric and transverse magnetic
multipoles:
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Here T(LSJ(q) is a short notation for (^f+ 2 (_)||^ ( 9 )ll^ 3.i)* with T = C, E. M.
The calculation of the matrix elements pjfJ3(qz) and j j f x a3(qz) is described in
the next Section. Given pjf^Jqz) and j j S\ ai{qz). the reduced matrix elements
C t SJ{q). M ( SJ{q) and Ej;SJ{q) are obtained inverting Eqs. (222) and (223). For
example we have:
(224)
(225)
Using Eqs. (214)-(223). the explicit expressions for the response functions RQ
in terms of the reduced matrix elements of the multipole operators are given by:

= /* £

Rl

(226)

\c,LSJ\2 .

LSJi

R r = fpd

+

.

(227)

LSJi

R lt ’ =

‘2 ' / 2 f Pd y

s j j + 1/2

ft ( C _LSJ + i C * f J ) *\ \ J J —1/2 ( A/f1SJ + E _LSJ )

LSJ

3/2 ( M+SJ -F E+SJ )j

R-r

.

(228)

= 2 f pd'rCI
£ T F T 71 I-M ~SJ + E - 3J\2 ~ I-M +SJ + E +SJ\2
LSJ

-

2^(V+3/2)(J-l/2)
J [( A/“ 'J + E':h1 )'( A /fSJ +■ £ “ J )] .

where the phase-space factor

(229)

is given by fpd = 4pp. and in the interference

response functions the notation Tf;SJ for the reduced m atrix elements means
TgL=/±i/ 2- The magnitude of the relative momentum p is fixed by energy con
servation
u/ + £ 3 = £ 2 +
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where E 2 and E:i are the two- and three-body ground-state energies. m 2 is the
deuteron mass and p is the 1+2 reduced mass. VVe will refer to the term p2/ (2p)
as excitation energy and it will be indicated with u b e l o w .

6.2

Calculation

The model for the current operator in the m atrix element

p. q) of Eq. (215)

includes, besides the standard one-bodv term of Eq. (54). also the modelindependent (MI) two-bodv operators PS, V. SO. LL and S02. obtained from the
charge-independent part of the AV18 interaction, the model-dependent (MD) fm~and ujii'y two-body currents, and finally the two-body A-contributions arising from
the jj(q; N

A) cind j,(q : A —* A) operators defined in Eqs. (118) and (119), re

spectively. The three-bodv currents associated with the S-wave two-pion exchange
three-nucleon interaction (terms labelled 7T7Ts in the previous Chapters) and with
the N N

N A transition have not been included. The contributions of these

terms were found already small in the trinucleon form factor calculations [13], as
discussed in Chapter 5.
The model for the charge operator in the m atrix element pffff20..,(p. q) of
Eq. (214). contains the standard one-body term of Eq. (55). and the two-body
contributions PS. V.

and

The m atrix elements of Eqs. (214) and (215) are calculated using the same
Monte Carlo techniques based on the Metropolis et al. algorithm [95] as the ones
discussed in Section 5.2. We have again used the probability density W( R) of
Eq. (186). with '£± = 't j i ±i.
Due to the restricted model for the A-currents, which includes only j,(q : N ^
A) and j(q : A —►A), we do not retain the A-contributions associated with the
diagrams of Fig. 12. Instead, only the terms shown in Fig. 11 have been considered.
These have been calculated with the techniques described in Section 5.2.
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Results

The most recent and systematic experimental study of the unpolarized threshold
electrodisintegration of 3He and 3H we are aware of was carried out by Retzlaff et
al. [ill] at the M IT/B ates Linear Accelerator Center. The longitudinal and trans
verse response functions R i and R r were obtained using Rosenbluth separations
for three-momentum transfers in the range 0.88-2.87 fm -1 and excitation energies
from two-bodv thresholds up to 18 MeV. We are interested here to the inclusive
3He electron scattering data, which are in agreement with the measurements of
earlier experiments [112]. after scaling for the slightly different kinematics. No
calculations of the 3H response functions have been carried out in the present
studv.
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FIG. 22: The longitudinal and transverse response functions of 3He. obtained with
the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model and one-body only (dashed lines) or both oneand two-body (solid lines) charge and current operators, are compared with the
data of Ref. [Ill] at excitation energies below the pjm breakup threshold.
The 3He R l and R t results at momentum transfer values <?=0 .88 , 1.64 and
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2.47 fm -1 are shown in Fig. 22. where the data are compared with our calculations
performed using one-body only (dashed lines) or both one- and two-body (solid
lines) charge and current operators. We have here retained the contributions from
1 = 0 -5 pd scattering states (see Eqs. (226) and (227)). and we have verified that
the expansion is then fully converged. There is satisfactory agreement between
theory and experiment for all cases, but for the longitudinal response at <7= 2.47
fm~l. The data are affected however by rather large errors. The two-body com
ponents of the transition operator play an important role, particularly for the
transverse response at the highest q-values. The relative sign between the oneand two-body contributions is consistent with that expected from elastic form
factor studies of 3He [13]. As already seen in Section 5.3, the two-body current
(charge) operators increase (decrease) the one-body predictions for the magnetic
(charge) form factor at q < 3 fm-1.
In Fig. 23 we show the R l ■ R l t • R t and R t > response functions at a fixed
excitation energy u;.y = 1 MeV above the pd threshold, in the three-momentum
transfer range 0-5 fm-1 . In R l and R l t the L = 0 pd continuum states give
the dominant contribution, while in R t and R t both L = 0 and L = 1 states
give equally im portant contributions over the whole q range. As can be seen
comparing the curves where only one-body contributions are retained (labelled
"IA” ) and those with both one- and two-bodv contributions (labelled "FULL” ),
all response functions are substantially affected by two-body currents, especially
R l t and R t Finally, in Fig. 24 we show the unpolarized cross section, and the A l t and A t
asymmetries in the threshold region at an incident electron energy of 4 GeV. The
asymmetries are relatively large at high q. and particularly sensitive to two-bodv
currents. The cross section for the chosen kinematics (incident electron energy
of 4 GeV, fixed pd excitation energy of 1 MeV, and 0° < 0 < 14°) is dominated
by the longitudinal response function. Note th a t in Fig. 24 we also show the
plane-wave-impulsfc-approximation (PWIA) results. These have been calculated
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by approximating the wave function as
'P ff 2J J'(PW IA ) =

£
[ l s . g . M x , ) | s 0 n ( y , ) ] , , Ft(pr^
cyclic ijk
' P^’pd

■

(231)

See Section 3.2 for notations. The large difference between the PWIA and the
IA and FULL results indicates th at the final-state interaction between the proton
and the deuteron plays an im portant role.
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FIG. 23: The longitudinal (/?£,). longitudinal-transverse (Rcr)- transverse (Rr)
and transverse-transverse (R t 1) response functions of 3He. obtained with the
AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model and one-body only (thick dashed lines) or both
one- and two-body (thick solid lines) charge and current operators, are displayed
at a fixed excitation energy of 1 MeV for three-momentum transfers in the range
0-5 fm-1. In R i an d R lt ' we show the contributions associated with the (dom
inant) S-wave pd scattering states, while in R t and Rr> both S- and P-wave
contributions are shown.
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FIG. ‘24: The inclusive cross section, and the A lt ' and A t >asymmetries, obtained
with the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model and one-body only (dashed lines) or both
one- and two-body (solid lines) charge and current operators, are displayed for
3He at a fixed excitation energy of 1 MeV for three-momentum transfers in the
range 0-5 fm-1. The results in PWIA (dotted lines) are also shown. The incident
electron energy is 4 GeV. and the electron scattering angle is in the range 0-14°.
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Chapter 7
The hep Reaction
There has been recently a revival of interest in the process 3He(p,e+t'e) lHe [18. 19.
20. 21 . 22 ], known as the hep reaction. This interest has been spurred bv the SuperKamiokande (SK) collaboration measurements of the energy spectrum of electrons
recoiling from scattering with solar neutrinos [23. 113. 114]. At energies larger
than 14 MeV. more recoil electrons have been observed than expected relative
to standard-solar-model (SSM) predictions [24], reduced by a factor of ~ 0.5 to
fit the lower-energv bins. The hep process is the only source of solar neutrinos
with energies larger than 15 MeV-their end-point energy is about 19 MeV. The
SSM neutrino flux spectra [24] are shown in Fig. 25. Since the hep process has
too small a cross section to be studied experimentally, the associated neutrino
flux is based only on theoretical calculations [25]. The discrepancy between the
observed and SSM energy spectra has therefore led to question the reliability of
these hep cross section calculations. In particular, the SK collaboration [23] has
shown that a large enhancement, by a factor of about 17. of the hep contribution
would essentially fit the observed excess of recoiling electrons.
The theoretical description of the hep process constitutes a challenging prob
lem from the standpoint of nuclear few-body theory, as discussed in Refs. [14. 16].
To explain this aspect, we consider the limit in which the momentum transfer
q of the reaction is set to zero. This approximation was taken in all previous
calculations, and it can appear to be adequate, since, for the hep reaction, q <
87
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20 MeV/c.

Introducing the 2S+lL j notation for the p 3He initial state (5=0.1

is the channel spin. L the two clusters relative orbital angular momentum and
J = L + S). in the q = 0 limit the hep reaction is induced only by the axial cur
rent and axial charge operators, acting, respectively, between the initial 3Si and
3Po capture channels and the final J* = 0+ 1He ground state. When P-wave con
tributions are neglected, therefore, only the axial current operator matrix element
between the 3Sj initial state and the 1He final state needs to be considered. The
non-relativistic one-body axial current operator has been discussed in Chapter 4
(see Eq. (137)). and. in its q= 0 limit, is known as Gamow-Teller (GT) opera
tor. If the 4 He wave function were to consist of a symmetric S-state term only,
namely $4 = <2>4( S) det [ pt i<pl 2T«T3, n | 4]. then it would be an eigenfunction of
the GT operator. Of course, tensor components in the nuclear interactions gen
erate significant D-state admixtures, that partially spoil this eigenstate property.
To the extent that this property is approximately satisfied, though, the m atrix
element of the GT operator between the 3Si p 3He and 4He states vanishes due
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to orthogonality between the initial and final states. Therefore, this transition
which is expected to give the leading contribution, is instead suppressed. Thus,
to obtain a reliable estimate, one needs: (i) an accurate description of the small
components of the 3He and ‘He wave functions, in particular the D-state admix
tures; (ii) inclusion in the model for the axial current operator of both relativistic
corrections and many-body contributions; (iii) inclusion in the p 3He initial state
of all L = 0 and L — 1 capture channels. These are in fact the main features of
the calculation presented here. In Section 7.1 we define the astrophvsical 5-factor
and the cross section of the hep reaction, while in Section 7.2 we give some details
of the calculation. Finally, in Section 7.3 we present and discuss our results.

7.1

The

hep

Cross Section and Astrophysical 5-

factor
The astrophysical S-factor at center-of-mass (c.m ) energy E is defined as
5 (5 ) = 5 ( r ( £ ) e 2^ .

(232)

where o{E) is the hep cross section and q has been given in Eq. (219). The term
e2irr? is the inverse of the so-called Gamow penetration factor, proportional to
the probability that the proton and 3He moving with relative velocity crei• will
penetrate their electrostatic repulsion. The definition above factors out the strong
energy-dependent terms of cr(E), so that S ( E ) is weakly dependent on E. The
c.m. energies of interest involved in the p 3He weak capture reaction, are of the
order of 10 keV: the energy at which the reaction is most probable to occur, known
as the Gamow-peak energy, is in fact 10.7 keV.
In this Section we sketch the derivation of the cross section cr(E) for the hep
reaction. VVe proceed in three steps: in Subsection 7.1.1 we define the transition
amplitude of the process, performing a partial-wave expansion of the p 3He initial
scattering state, similar to what was done in Section 6.1; in Subsection 7.1.2
we discuss the multipole decomposition of the nuclear weak charge and current
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operators, and in Subsection 7.1.3 we give the final expression for the total cross
section a(E).

7.1.1

The Transition A m p litu de

The capture process aHe(p.e+t'e)4He is induced by the weak interaction Hamilto
nian [14. 93]
(233)
where Gy is the Fermi coupling constant (6’v = l . 14939 10 5 GeV -2 [115]). la is
the leptonic weak current
(234)
and j a{x) is the hadronic weak current density.

The positron and (electron)

neutrino momenta and spinors are denoted, respectively, by p* and p t . and ve
and au. The Bjorken and Drell [66 ] conventions are used for the metric tensor
gar and 7-matrices: however, the spinors are normalized as e]ee = u lu u — 1. The
reaction and its kinematic are described schematically in Fig. 26.

FIG. 26: Schematic representation of the hep reaction.
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The transition amplitude in the c.m. frame is then given by
(f\Hw\i)

=

(235)

^ r ( - q ; * H e | j t ( q ) | p ; p 3H e > .

where q = pe + p„, |p :p 3He) and | - q : 4He) represent the p 3He scattering state
with relative momentum p and 4He bound state recoiling with momentum —q,
respectively, and
/ ( q ) = J d x e lqx f ( x ) = (p(q).j(q))

.

(236)

The dependence of the amplitude upon the spin-projections of the proton and 3He
is understood. Since the energies of interest are of the order of 10 keV. it is useful
to perform a partial-wave expansion of the p 3He scattering wave function
E

' / 2 i ^ T T i ‘ ( i 3l.

S . / =) ( S. A. i

0

|

.

(237)

LSJJ.

with
[1 - i R J |

£

I

.

(238)

L'S'

where s\ and s 3 are the proton and 3He spin projections. L. S. and J are the
relative orbital angular momentum, channel spin (5= 0.1). and total angular mo
mentum (J = L + S). respectively. R J is the 5-m atrix in channel ./. and
Coulomb phase shift, as defined in Eq. (218). Note th a t

is the

has been constructed

to satisfy outgoing wave boundary conditions, and th at the spin quantization axis
has been chosen to lie along p . which defines the c-axis. The scattering wave func
tion

as well as the 4He wave function <P4 have been discussed in Chapter 3.

Introducing the expansion of Eqs. (237) and (238) in Eq. (235). we obtain:

{f\Hw \i) =

Y . v ' 2 Z T T i L( ^ 1. ^ 3| 5 J . ) ( S J : .L 0 |J J I)
V2

LSJJ.

E

-\=0.±1

M'NeVj'iqJiTf"'')
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where, with the future aim of a multipole decomposition of the weak transition
operators, the lepton vector 1 has been expanded as
>=
with l\ =

£
,\=o.±i

(240)

• 1 . and
(241)

*

l

=

-F

i

(242)

l®q'2)

The orthonormal basis e ,i. eno. e,,.i is defined by e ,3 = 4 e
e7i = er/) x e 7;j, and is shown in Fig. 26.

7.1.2

,2=

p x q / l p x q |-

T he M u ltip ole Expansion

Standard techniques [93] can now be used to perform the multipole expansion of
the weak charge and current matrix elements occurring in Eq. (239). In fact, the
procedure is quite similar to the one discussed in Section 5.2. for the electromag
netic case. Two main differences need, however, to be taken into account. Firstly,
the spin quantization axis is here along p rather than along q. Secondly, and
most importantly, the longitudinal component of the weak current operator has
to be treated explicitly, since its axial-vector part is not conserved. This leads
to the introduction of a fourth multipole operator, which we will refer to as the
longitudinal (L ) multipole (its definition is given below).
To address these complications, we first express the states quantized along p
as linear combinations of those quantized along q, using Eq. (170). For ease of
presentation, we define here

8

and

0

the angles which specify the direction q (see

Fig. 26). Then, using the transformation properties under rotations of irreducible
tensor operators, we can obtain the following expressions for the matrix elements
of charge and current operators:
- 9 . 0 ) C jLSJ(q) ,

{*, | pt(q) ! * “ "■ ) =
<*4 I

- j f (q )

= v 'S F t-i ) J (

- ) J - J- D

i j ^

( -

4>

, - e .

0

) L

/L

J (q )
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< * d e ;A -jf(q) I * “ " ' ) =

-

v ^ ( - i ) J (-)

x

[ A M ^ i q ) + £ f SJ(«)] .

93

(245)

Here A = ± 1. and C j SJ. L j SJ. E j SJ and M j SJ denote the reduced m atrix ele
ments of the Coulomb (C). longitudinal (L), transverse electric (E ) and transverse
magnetic (A/) multipole operators, following the same notation introduced in Sec
tion 6.1. The explicit expressions for the C. E and M multipole operators have
been given in Eqs. (164)-(166), while the longitudinal multipole is defined as [93]
L u M ) = l- f

dxj(x) • Vjz(?x) YUt(x) .

(246)

where j(x ) is the nuclear current density and ji(qx) are sphericalBessel functions.
Finally, it is useful to consider the transformation properties under parity of
the multipole operators. The weak charge/current operators have components
of both scalar/polar-vector (V) and pseudoscalar/axial-vector (A) character, and
hence
T u ,= T u A V ) + TUt(A) .

(247)

where Tu. is any of the multipole operators above. Obviously, the parity of /th-pole
V-operators is opposite of that of /th-pole A-operators. The parity of Coulomb,
longitudinal, and electric /th-pole V-operators is ( - ) 1. while that of magnetic
/th-pole V-operators is ( —),+l. in analogy to the corresponding electromagnetic
multipoles (see Section 5.1).

7.1.3

T he Cross Section

The cross section for the 3He(p,e+/>'e)4He reaction at a c.m. energy E is given by
cr(E)

--

J

2 tv6

|d m + E - y —— E e — Eu^j

Crel

X

(,
2 48

where Am = m + m 3 —m 4 = 19.287 MeV (m, m 3 and m4 are, respectively, the
proton, the 3He and the 4He rest masses), and ure, is the p 3He relative velocity,
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t-Vei = p /p- p being the reduced mass, fi = ram 3/(m + m3). It is convenient to
write:
7 E

E

“* S*$u *1*3

K /1 H k I i ) |2 = (2ir )2 G y L „ . V "

(249)

where the lepton tensor LaT is defined as
9

V J

=

< < + \’l v T
e - g<TTve • v„ + i eaaT ve,a v„,j .

(250)

with e0123 = —1. vj = p ° / E e and v" = p ° / E v are the lepton four-velocities. The
nuclear tensor N aT is defined as
N aT = j ; W " ( q :s ls 3 ) W r'( q : s ls-i ) .

(251)

where
*,*,) = £ .Y“ J (q: S,.! 3)C}SJ(,) .

(252)

iSJ

t t ' " :'(q; «,*,) = £ x o SJ( V «!*»)£}"(») •

(253)

LSJ

H-” - '( q ^ , S 3) = - 4 = I , A-“ J(q:slS3) [ ± A /f " ( ,) + £ f S J(?)j .

(254)

The dependence upon the direction q and proton and !He spin projections S[ and
s 3 is contained in the functions Xf;SJ given by

X£s7(q;5ls3) = ^ v /2 rT T i£(-i)y( - ) y- J--(is^^s3|5./.0(5.A,I0|JJ-)
x

D i j z X{-o.-d.<t>) .

(255)

with A = 0. ±1. Note that the Cartesian components of the lepton and nuclear
tensors (a, r = 1.2.3) are relative to the orthonormal basis e?i, e q2, eg3, defined
at the end of Section 7.1.1.
The expression for the nuclear tensor can be further simplified by making use
of the reduction formulas for the product of rotation matrices [94]. In fact, it can
easily be shown that the dependence of Ar<rr upon the angle cos 6 = p • q can
be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials Pn(cos0) and associated Legendre
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functions P™(cos9) with m = 1.2. However, given the large number of channels
included in the present study (all L = 0 and L = 1 capture states), the resulting
equations for N aT are not particularly illuminating. Indeed, the calculation of the
cross section. Eq. (248). is carried out numerically with the techniques discussed
in Subsection 7.2.2.
A thorough discussion of the cross section expression of Eq. (248) and its longwavelength-approximation has been given in Ref. [14]. Here, we only remark that
the long-wavelength-approximation for the cross section, commonly used in all
previous studies, leads to inaccurate results.

7.2

Calculation

The calculation of the p 3He weak capture cross section proceeds in two steps: first,
we evaluate, via Monte Carlo techniques, the weak charge and current operator
m atrix elements, and by inverting Eqs. (243) - (245). we decompose these in terms
of the reduced matrix elements of the multipole operators. Second, we evaluate
the cross section by carrying out numerically the integrations of Eq. (248). These
two steps are discussed in Subsections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. respectively. The model
for the weak charge and current operators has been described in Chapter 4.

7.2.1

M onte Carlo C alculation o f M atrix E lem ents

In a frame where the direction of the momentum transfer

q also defines the quan

tization axis of the nuclear spins, the matrix elements of the weak charge and
current operators have the multipole expansion
<*4 1p '(q ) I

J' ”°)

(»41ej* - j f(q) I

=

=

x / S i J C5-SJ(?) .

(256)

JLL
/ J (q ).

(257)

v ^ i J [AM“ J ( , ) + £ ? " ( ? ) ] .

(258)

with A = ± 1 . The expressions above can easily be obtained from those in
Eqs. (243)-(245), by setting

6 —0 = 0

and using D j, j (0 , 0 . 0 ) = 5 j i j z. The re

duced m atrix elements of the multipole operators are then obtained inverting
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Eqs. (256)-(258). As an example, the reduced m atrix element of the axial electric
multipole involving a transition from the p 3He 3S t state is simply given by
=

.

(259)

The problem is now reduced to evaluate m atrix elements of the same type
as on the right-hand-side of Eq (259). Similarly to the procedure described in
Section 5.2. we schematically write these matrix elements as
(^•l.X-t-A I O | 'I'i-ki.a'+a)

[77 .

(2bu)

[(^•l.:V+A |^ I. jV+a ) ( ^ 1+3.:V+A I^l-r.i.W+A.)]
where the initial and final states wave functions contain both nucleon and A-iso bar
degrees of freedom and are obtained using the transition correlation operator
method (TCO) described in Subsection 4.1.5. When the full wave functions are
expanded as in Eq. (190). the numerator of Eq. (260) can be expressed as
(^•i.v+A I o I * i +3..v+a> = ( # 4 10(N only) | # 1+3) + (*., | 0 (A ) | tf l+3) . (261)
where the operator

0

( N only) denotes all one- and two-bodv contributions to the

weak charge or current operator O. involving only nucleon degrees of freedom,
while 0 (A ) includes terms that involve the A-isobar degrees of freedom. A di
agrammatical illustration of the terms contributing to 0 (A ) is given in Fig. 27.
Connected three-body terms containing more than a single A isobar have been
ignored, since their contributions are expected to be negligible. Indeed, the con
tribution from diagram (d) of Fig. 27 has aireadv been found numerically very
small.
The two-body terms of Fig. 27 are expanded as operators acting on the nucle
ons’ coordinates with the same procedure described in Section 5.2 for the terms
of Fig. 11. The three- and four-bodv terms instead have been calculated retaining
the explicit representation of S (S*) as a 4 x 2 (2 x 4) matrix (see Section 5.2),
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FIG. 27: Diagrammatic representation of the operators included in 0 (A ). due to
the one-body current and charge operators, to the transition correlations UNA and
L;AA and the corresponding Hermitian conjugates. Thin, thick, dashed and cross
dashed lines denote, respectively, nucleons, A-iso bars, and transition correlations
UBB' and UBB' f .

and of E as a 4 x 4 matrix

\/6e_

0

0

v/8e_

0

0

Go
—v/8e+

0

0

3e0
>/6e+

\/6e_
—eo
- \ / 6 e + —3e0

where e± = =F(x ± iy )/\/2 , e 0 = z. and e* = ( - f e . , , . The result of terms such
as (f)= (/^ At O y '(A —> A) Up.N on the nucleon-only state |'If) has been derived
by first operating with Ufjf*. then with O ^ 'fA —►A), and finally with U ; J ^ .
The terms associated with diagrams (f), (g) and (j) were neglected in previous
calculations [25].
The m atrix elements in Eq. (261) are computed, without any approximation,
by Monte Carlo integrations, according to the Metropolis et al. algorithm [95]
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as described in Section 5.2. It has been found however more convenient to use a
probability density H '(R ) proportional to

where the notation (• • •) implies sums over the spin-isospin states of the ‘He wave
function. Typically. 200.000 configurations are enough to achieve a relative error
< 5 % on the total 5-factor.
We finally discuss here an im portant aspect of the model for the axial transition
operators. As already pointed out in Subsection 4.2.5. in the model for the N A
and A A weak axial charge and current operators, the axial coupling constants
gA and gA. see Eqs. (150)-(153), are not well known. In the quark-model, they
are related to the axial coupling constant of the nucleon by the relations g \ =
(6 \/2 /5 )gA and g A = (1/5)( 7.4 . However, given the uncertainties inherent to quarkmodel predictions, a more reliable estimate for g \ is obtained by determining its
value phenomenologically in the following way. It is well established by now [12]
that the one-body axial current of Eq. (137) leads to a ~ 4 % underprediction of
the measured Gamow-Teller matrix element in tritium J-decay. see Table X. Since
the contributions of A —►A axial currents (as well as those due to the two-bodv
operators of Subsection 4.2.3) are found to be numerically very small, as can be
seen again from Table X. this 4 % discrepancy can then be used to determine g \.
Obviously, this procedure produces different values for gA depending on how the
A-isobar degrees of freedom are treated. These values are listed in Table XI for
comparison. The g*A value that is determined in the context of a TCO calculation
based on the AV28Q interaction, is about 40 % larger than the naive quark-model
estimate. However, when perturbation theory is used for the treatm ent of the A
isobars, the g \ value required to reproduce the Gamow-Teller matrix element of
tritium J-decay is much smaller than the TCO estimate.

7.2.2

C alculation o f th e Cross Section

Once the reduced m atrix elements (RMEs) in Eqs. (256) (258) have been ob
tained, the calculation of the cross section cr(E) is reduced to performing the
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TABLE X: Contributions to the Gamow-Teller (GT) matrix element of tritium
J-decav. obtained with the PHH trinucleon wave functions corresponding to the
AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model. The rows labelled "one-body NR"and "one-body
R C ’ list the contributions associated with the single-nucleon axial current opera
tors of Eq. (137) and Eq. (138). respectively, while the row labelled "mesonic"lists
the sum of the contributions due to the tt-. p-, and p?r-exehange axial current
operators of Eqs. (142)-(144). The rows labelled "A-g*{"and "A-<74"list the con
tributions arising from the one-body A-currents of Eqs. (150) and (151). respec
tively. The row labelled "A-renormalization" lists the contributions associated
with renormalization corrections to the "nucleonic" matrix element of j j l) (q: A),
due to the presence of A-admixtures in the wave functions. The cumulative result
reproduces the "experimental value"0.957 for the GT matrix element [12]. once the
change in the wave functions normalization due to the presence of A-components
is taken into account.

one-boclv NR
one-body RC
mesonic
± '9 a
A-renormalization

GT matrix element
0.9218
-0.0084
0.0050
0.0509
0.0028
0.0074

TABLE XI: The values of the N —* A axial coupling constant g*A in units of g,\.
when the A-isobar degrees of freedom are treated in perturbation theory (PT). or
in the context of a TCO calculation based on the AV28Q interaction. The purely
nucleonic GHH wave functions correspond to the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model.
A-isobar treatm ent
PT
TCO

9a / 9 a
1.224
2.868
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integrations over the electron and neutrino momenta in Eq. (248) numerically.
VVe write
rl

*L

a (E ) = 7^-T J —

( 22 7T)2
7T)*' fIVreI
ei

n _ p2
r>e~ [I
[I ' ddpe
*^0 J - 1

ddxe
r . If

dx„ [

d o p l f 1 LaTN aT .

(263)

JO

J-1

where one of the azimuthal integrations has been carried out, since the integrand
only depends on the difference

o

=

oe

-

o u-

The J-function occurring in Eq. (248)

has also been integrated out resulting in the factor f ~ l . with
1

P e J 'e v

P i/

m.i

rrij

/ = I 1----------- 1------

(264)

The magnitude of the neutrino momentum is fixed by energy conservation to be
2d

(265)

IK- =

1 + Pe Xet,/m., 4- yj( 1 -f pe xeu/ m.i)2 + 2 A /m 4
where A = Am + E - Ee - p 2 / 2 m.i. The variable x eu is defined as
Xev = Pe ' Pv =

Xu -f yj 1 - X2J I ~ I 2 COS O .

(266)

where x e = cos 0e and x„ = cos 8 U. Finally, the integration over the magnitude of
the electron momentum extends from zero up to
Pe =

sfrrP^ + m 2' +

2

m.i (Am 4- E) — m 2

- m2
e

(267)

The lepton tensor is explicitly given by Eq. (250), while the nuclear tensor is
constructed using Eqs. (251)-(255).

Computer codes have been developed to

calculate the required rotation matrices corresponding to the q-direction (6 . o)
with
cos 0 = z • q =

Z • (pe -r p„)

IP* + P«,|
4“ Pv Xv

Pe

(268)

\ / P e + P i + 2 Pe Pv l e v

Finally, note that the nuclear tensor requires the values of the RMEs at the
momentum transfer q, with q = \Jpi + pi P

2

pe p„ x eu. To make the dependence
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upon q of the RMEs explicit, we have performed an expansion for q —►0 of the
multipole operators given in Eqs. (164)-(166) and (246). Given the low momen
tum transfers involved, q < 20 M eV/c. the leading and next-to-leading order terms
are sufficient in the expansion. The multipoles are therefore explicitly written as
T j SJ(q) = qm (tkSJ + tkSJq2) .

(269)

where m = J for the Coulomb C j and magnetic M j multipole operators, and
m = ./ — 1 for the electric E j and longitudinal L j ones. However, when J = 0.
the leading-order term of the expansion of the longitudinal operator £ 0 is of order
of q [93]. Note that the long-wavelength-approximation corresponds, typically, to
retaining only the to term.
A moderate number of Gauss points (of the order of 10 ) for each of the integra
tions in Eq. (263) is sufficient to achieve convergence within better than one part
in 103. The computer program has been successfully tested by reproducing the
result obtained analytically, when only the 3Si E ^A ) and L i(A) and 3t * C 0(A)
RMEs are retained.

7.3

Results

In this Section we present our main results, for a more detailed discussion, see
Ref. [14]. In Subsection 7.3.1 we give the results of the astrophysical 5-factor, at
three different energies. In Subsection 7.3.2 we discuss the RME values for two
of the initial capture channels, the 3Si and 3P0. The former case is considered
to compare with previous calculations [25. 51], while the latter is discussed as
an example of one of the P-wave contributions. Finally, in Subseciion 7.3.3. we
consider the implications to the SK neutrino spectrum.

7.3.1

R esults for th e 5-factor

Our results for the astrophysical 5-factor, calculated using CHH wave fimctions
with the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model, at three different c.m. energies, are given
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in Table XII. By inspection of the table, we note that: (i) the energy dependence
is rather weak: the value at 10 keV is only about 4 % larger than that at 0 keV;
(ii) the P-wave capture states are found to be im portant, contributing about 40
% of the calculated 5-factor. However, the contributions from D-wave channels
are expected to be very small. It has been explicitly verified that thev are indeed
small in 3D t capture, (iii) The manv-body axial currents play a crucial role in the
(dominant) }Si capture, where they reduce the 5 -factor by more than a factor of
four.
TABLE XII: The hep S - factor, in units of lO-20 keV b. calculated with CHH
wave functions corresponding to the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model, at p 3He c.m.
energies £'=0. 5. and 10 keV. The rows labelled "one-body’and "full" list the
contributions obtained by retaining the one-body only and both one- and manybodv terms in the nuclear weak current. The contributions due the 3Si channel
only and all S- and P-wave channels are listed separately.

one-body
full

£=0
3Si
26.4
6.38

keV
S+P
29.0
9.64

E= l keV
:is , S + P
25.9 28.7
6.20 9.70

£ = 1 0 keV

26.2
6.36

S+P
29.3
10.1

The different contributions from the S- and P-wave capture channels to the
zero energy 5-factor are listed in Table XIII. Note that the sum of the channel
contributions is a few % smaller than the total result reported at the bottom
of the table, due to the presence of interference terms among multipole opera
tors connecting different capture channels [14]. T he results obtained using the
two-nucleon AV18 and the older two- and three-nucleon AV14/UVIII interaction
models are also listed. The dominant contribution to the 5-factor is obtained from
the 3Si capture channel. The 3P 0 capture channel contribution is not the largest
P-wave contribution, as instead expected in previous studies [21 ], although it is
the only one surviving at <7= 0 . A detailed analysis of the 3Si and 3P 0 RMEs is
given in the next Subsection.
By comparing the AV18 and AV18/UIX results, we note that inclusion of the
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TABLE XIII: Contributions of the S- and P-wave capture channels to the hep
5-factor at zero p 3He c.m. energy in 10-20 keV b. The results correspond to the
AV18/UIX, AVI 8 and AV14/UVHI Hamiltonian models.

lSo
:‘S,
3Po
‘Pi
JPi
3P-,
TOTAL

AV18/UIX

AVI 8

AVU/UVIII

0.02

0.01

0.01

6.38
0.82

7.69
0.89
1.14
0.52
1.78

6.60
0.79
1.05
0.38
1.24

12.1

10.1

1.00

0.30
0.97
9.64

three-nucleon interaction reduces the total 5-factor by about 20 %. This decrease
is mostly in the 3St contribution, and can be traced back to a corresponding reduc
tion in the m agnitude of the one-body axial current matrix elements. The latter
are sensitive to the triplet scattering length, for which the AVI8 and AV18/UIX
models predict, respectively. 10.0 fm and 9.13 fm (see Table IV). This 20 % differ
ence in the total 5-factor values for AV18 and AV18/UIX emphasizes the need for
performing the calculation using a Hamiltonian model that reproduces the bind
ing energies and low-energy scattering parameters for the three- and four-nucleon
systems. This is true for the AV18/UIX model, but not for the AV18 model.
The different contributions to the astrophysical 5-factor when the older
AV14/UVTII potential model is used are given in the last column of Table XIII.
By comparing these results with the ones obtained with the AV18/UIX. we ob
serve th at both the S- and P-wave contributions are not significantly changed: in
particular, the 3Si capture 5-factor values differ for only about 3 %. This is due
to our procedure of constraining the model dependent two-body axial currents by
fitting the Gamow-Teller matrix element of tritium d-decay. as discussed at the
end of Subsection 7.2.1. Note that the AV14/UVIII Hamiltonian also reproduces
the low-energy properties for the three- and four-nucleon systems.
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The chief conclusion of this Subsection is that our best estimate for the Sfactor at 10 keV, close to the Gamow-peak energy, is 10.1 xlO -20 keV b. T his
value is ~ 4.5 times larger than the value adopted in SSM. based on Ref. [25], of
2.3 x 10 20 keV b. It is therefore important to point out the differences between
the present and the previous study of Ref. [25]: (i) we have included all P-wave
contributions: (ii) we have retained the full dependence on the momentum transfer
q\ (iii) we have used the CHH method to describe the initial and final state wave
functions, corresponding to the latest generation of realistic interactions. The
CHH method is known to be more accurate than the variational Monte Carlo
(VMC) technique used in Ref. [25]. and it better describes the small components
of the wave function to which the GT operator is most sensitive, (iv) We have
included the 1/m 2 relativistic corrections in the one-body axial current operator.
In 3Si capture, for example, these terms increase by 25 % the L[ and E\ matrix
elements calculated with the GT operator (see below).

7.3.2

T he 3Si and 3P 0 Captures

The 3Si capture is induced by the weak axial charge and current, and weak vector
current operators via the multipoles Ci(A), L i(A). £i(A ). and A/[(V). while the
3P 0 capture is induced by the weak axial charge and the longitudinal component of

the weak axial current operators via the multipoles C0(A) and L0(A). respectively.
The cumulative contributions to the RMEs of these multipoles obtained with
AV18/UIX CHH wave functions, at zero c.m. energy and at a lepton momentum
transfer <7=19.2 MeV/c are listed in Tables XIV and XVI. Note that the RMEs
listed in all tables are related to those defined in Eqs. (243)-(245) via
(270)
which can be shown to remain finite in the limit i>rei —*■0 . corresponding to zero
energy. The cumulative nucleonic contributions are normalized as
[one—body-I-mesonic] =

(^.t|0(iV only)|^i+3)
[ ( ¥ 4 |* 4 > ( * L + 3 | * 1+ 3 ) ] 1/2
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However, when the A-isobar contributions are added to the cumulative sum. the
normalization changes to
o n e-b, o d .v + m eso n ic+ A. i = —(^4

’r

only)
+
v-------J.--------

v - t - A |0 ( i V

v+ a)
;i i+j-.v+a/

,272n\

[ ( ^ 4 . jV-!.a |^ 4 .:V + a ) { VI, 1+:1..V+a | X^H-.3.;V4-a )!

The normalization of the initial scattering state # i +3 is the same as that of 3He.
up to corrections of order (volume)-1. The three- and four-body normalization
ratios ('P .v+ aI'^jV + a)/^!^) have been given in Chapter 4. Table V.
TABLE XIV: Cumulative contributions to the reduced m atrix elements (RMEs)
Ci(q: A), Li(q: A). E l(q: A) and My(q:V) in 3S[ capture at zero /r'He c.m. en
ergy. The momentum transfer q is 19.2 MeV/c. and the results correspond to
the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model. The row labelled "one-bodv" lists the con
tributions associated with the operators in Eq. (135) for the weak axial charge
p(A). Eq. (136) for the weak axial current j(A ). and Eq. (133) for the weak vector
current j(V ): the row labelled "mesonic"lists the results obtained by including, in
addition, the contributions associated with the operators in Eqs. ( 145)--( 147) for
p(A). Eqs. (142)—(144) for j(A ). and Eqs. (88)-(89) for j(V ), with the substitu
tions ri%: —*■r t,± and ( r, x r , ) : —>• ( r , x T j ) ± (see Subsection 4.2.2): finally, the row
labelled A" lists the results obtained by also including the contributions of the
operators in Eqs. (152)-(153) for p(A). Eqs. (150)—(151) for j(A ). and Eqs. (154)(155) for j(V ). The A contributions in both p(A) and j(A ) are calculated with
the TCO m ethod, and take into account the change in normalization of the wave
functions due to the presence of A-components. Those in j(V ) are calculated in
perturbation theory. Note th at the RMEs are purely imaginary and in fm3/2 units.

one-bodv
mesonic
A

Ci(g:A)
0.147 x 10-1
0.156 x 10-1
0.155 x 10-1

Li(q:A)
-0.730 x 10-1
-0.679 x 10-1
-0.293 x 10~l

Ei(q:A)
-0.106
-0.984 x 10“ 1
-0.440 x 10~ 1

A/i (q;V)
0.333 x 10-2
-0.263 x 10-2
-0.484 x 10-2

Inspection of the 3Si capture RMEs of Table XIV, shows th at: (i) the C t (A)
RMEs are not small, compared to the dominant L i(A) and E i ( A) terms, (ii)
There is destructive interference between the one- and many-body axial current
contributions to the Li(A) and £\(A ) RMEs, as it was first obtained in Ref. [51],
using VMC wave functions, (iii) Among the many-body axial current contribu
tions, those associated with A-excitation are the largest.
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TABLE XV: Cumulative contributions, at momentum transfers <7=0 and 19.2
MeV/c, to the reduced m atrix elements (RMEs) Li(q: A) and E\(q: A) of the weak
axial current in 3Si capture at zero p 3He c.m. energy. The results correspond to
the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model. Notations as in Table XIV for ”one-body".
"mesonicvand "A-TCO", w'hich there was labelled “A". Finally, the row labelled
•‘A -PT” lists the results obtained by including the contributions of the operator in
Eq. (150). calculated in perturbation theory (PT). The A-TCO results also take
into account the change in normalization of the wave functions due to the presence
of A-components. Note that the RMEs are purely imaginary and in fm3/2 units.

one-bodv
mesonic
A-TCO
A -PT

L {(q:A)
<7=0 MeV/c
<7=19.2
-0.880 x 1 0 - 1 -0.730
-0.829 x 10- 1 -0.679
-0.440 x 10- 1 -0.293
-0.447 x 10- 1 -0.298

MeV/c
x 10“ 1
x 10~l
x 10- 1
x 10~l

Ei(q:A)
<7=0 MeV/c
<7=19.2 MeV/c
-0.125
-0.106
-0.117
-0.984 x 10“ 1
-0.625 x 10- 1 -0.440 x 10- 1
-0.631 x 10“ l -0.443 x IQ- 1

To study the (7-dependence of the dominant L\{A) and E 1(A) multipoles, we
have listed in Table XV the cumulative contributions to the multipoles RMEs at
two different momentum transfers <7=0 and <7=19.2 MeV/c. The ^-dependence is
im portant only for the one-body contribution. In fact, the difference between the
<7=0 and <7=19.2 MeV/c RMEs is constant for all the cumulative contributions
(0.015 and 0.019 for Li(A) and E[(A). respectively). The last row of Table XV.
labelled “A -P T ". lists the RMEs obtained using perturbation theory in the treat
ment of the A-isobar degrees of freedom (see Subsection 4.1.5). Note that in this
case, the results have been normalized according to Eq. (271). Comparing these
RMEs with the ones obtained in the TCO context (row labelled “A -TC O "). we
see a difference of only 1 -2 % . This is due to the fact that in both cases the iVA
axial coupling constant g \ is obtained by fitting the Gamow-Teller matrix element
in tritium d-decay. as discussed in Section 7.2. The dependence of our calculation
on the A-isobar degrees of freedom treatment is therefore strongly reduced.
The 3P 0 capture RMEs are presented in Table XVI. We first note that the 3P 0
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multipoles are in fact not small: both the C 0 (A) and Lo(A) RMEs are of the same
order of magnitude as the Ei(A) and L [(A) RMEs in 3Si capture. Furthermore,
there is constructive interference between the one- and many-body contributions
to both the axial charge and current operators. In particular, the two-body axial
charge operators of Subsection 4.2.4. among which the pion-exchange term is
dominant, give a ~ 20 % correction to the one-body contribution in the Co(A)
RME. The Lo(A) RME is about 40 % of. and has the same sign as. the Co(A)
RME. This positive relative sign produces a destructive interference between these
RMEs in the cross section, substantially reducing the 3P 0 overall contribution to
the S- factor [14]. The Co (A) and £ 0 (A) RMEs are in fact expected to be of the
same sign, as discussed in Ref. [14].
TABLE XVI: Cumulative contributions to the reduced m atrix elements (RMEs)
C 0 (q: A) and Lo{q; A) in 3P 0 capture at zero p 3He c.m. energy. The momentum
transfer q is 19.2 MeV/c. and the results correspond to the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian
model. Notations as in Table XIV. Note that the RMEs are purely imaginary
and in fm3/2 units.

one-bodv
mesonic
A

7.3.3

lote? A)
Cofo: A)
0.371 x 1 0 '1 0.182 x 1 0 " 1
0.444 x I0 “ l 0.183 x 10“ 1
0.459 x lO' 1 0.188 x 1 0 " 1

Im plications for th e Super-K am iokande Solar N eu
trino Spectrum

The Super-Kamiokande (SK) experiment detects solar neutrinos by neutrinoelectron scattering. It is sensitive, according to the SSM (see Fig. 25), to the
very energetic neutrinos from the SB weak decay (8B —►4He + lHe + e+ 4- i/e) and
from the hep reaction. In the SSM the hep neutrinos contribution is expected to
be very small. However, due to a larger end-point energy respect to the 8B weak
decay, the hep reaction is the only source of solar neutrinos a t energies larger than
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~ 15 MeV.
The SK results are presented as ratio of the measured to the SSM predicted
events when no neutrino oscillations are included, as function of the recoil electron
energy: Over most of the spectrum, this ratio is constant at ~ 0.5 [23]. At the
highest energies, however, there is an excess of events relative to the 0.5 x SSM
prediction. This is seen in Fig. 28 where the SK results from 825 days of data
acquisition [23] are shown by the points (the error bars denote the combined
statistical and systematic error): the dotted line is the 0.5xSSM prediction.
To study the effects of our new value for the 5-factor. 10.1
Table XII) to the SK spectrum,

x10“ 20 keV b (see

we introduce the ratio a of the hep flux to its

SSM value as

c
^new
_n
cv — ~z
x P JSC ,
(2 ( 3)
•JSS.M
where PQSC is the observed suppression factor due to neutrino oscillations. There

fore. if hep neutrino oscillations are ignored, then a = (10.1 x 10-20 keV b)/(2.3 x
10-20 keV b) = 4.4. while if the hep neutrinos are suppressed by ~ 0.5, then
a = 2.2. The long-dashed and solid lines in Fig. 28 indicate the effect of these
two different values of a on the ratio of the electron spectrum with both 8B and
hep to th at with only 8B (the SSM). Two other arbitrary values of a (10 and 20)
are shown for comparison.
From Fig. 28. we can conclude that the enhancement of the 5-factor found in
this calculation, although large, is not enough to completely resolve the discrep
ancies between the present SK results and the SSM predictions. However, this
accurate calculation of the 5-factor, and the consequent absolute prediction for
the hep neutrino flux, will allow much greater discrimination among the proposed
solutions to this problem, based on different solar neutrino oscillation scenarios.
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FIG. 28: Electron energy spectrum for the ratio between the Super-Kamiokande
825-days d a ta and the expectation based on unoscillated 8B neutrinos [24]. The
data are taken from Ref. [23]. The 5 curves from the bottom to the top correspond
respectively to no hep contribution (dotted line), a=2.2, 4.4. 10. 20. with a defined
in Eq. (273).
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In the present thesis, we have reported on accurate calculations for three nuclear
processes: elastic electron-scattering on 3H and 3He [13], 3He electrodisintegration
at threshold [15], and the hep reaction [14. 16]. We have used a non-relativistic
approach, based on latest generation models for the nuclear Hamiltonian and
electroweak currents.
For the first two processes, we have compared our predictions with the available
experimental data. Generally, the calculated observables agree well with the mea
sured ones. It should be reemphasized that, in order to achieve such agreement,
realistic models for both the nuclear Hamiltonian and electromagnetic transition
operators must be used. Indeed, the impulse approximation completely fails to
reproduce the experimental results, and many-bodv contributions to the electro
magnetic charge and current operators need to be included to achieve agreement
with the data.
Some discrepancies, however, still remain unresolved- the 3He magnetic form
factor first zero occurs at lower momentum transfer q than experimentally ob
served. Furthermore, the 3He longitudinal response function at high q seems to
be overpredicted by theory. These discrepancies provide important motivations
to (i) look for improvements and refinements to models of nuclear interactions
and/or electroweak currents, and (ii) perform more accurate experiments in order
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to confirm the existing data, some of which have large errors. Indeed, new exper
imental proposals to investigate these discrepancies are currently under study at
the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility [17].
Finally, the hep reaction calculation provides an example of how our approach
can be applied to study reactions, which occur in stellar interiors at very low en
ergies and have too small a cross section to be measured experimentally Some of
these processes are very im portant in determining solar fusion rates and primor
dial abundances of elements; the importance of accurate theoretical predictions is
therefore evident. A systematic study of electroweak capture reactions involving
nuclei up to A < 8 will be the object of future work.
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